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the entertainment of the visitors.
These tickets of adwsiislon to the bal
cony will be prorated to the subscribers according to the amount of
their subscription, and the holders
are free to do as they please with
them. To be admitted to the lower
floor one must have a ticket given
by one of the delegates. These
tickets of admission will be good for
all three days of the convention, sntr,
FLEE IN ANTIC! PA
CAME as they are transferable, everyone UNTRIED ELECTION MACHINERY FOREIGNERS
VANGUARD OF VISITORS
will have a chance to visit the hall
OF
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in
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session.
convention
the
while
CITY OFFICERS
OTHERS TONIGHT
It has been so arranged that all
committees
of the chairmen of the
to the hall and all CONTEST FOR MAYOR HARD ARAB REVOLT JS FEARED
ENTIRE CITYJSJN READINESS will be onadmitted
others
the committees who are
taking active parts will be admitted
IS SUPPORTED BY THE TURKISH AMBASSADOR AN.
STREETS AND BUILDINGS HAND in the same way. The representatives M'CARTHY
UNION
WHICH PLACED
LABOR
.
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will
of
be
ad
the
the
of
press
AND
SOMELY
DECORATED
IN POWER
The
ca
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all
times.
mitted
at
SERVE EMPIRE.
seating
BRILLIANTLY
LIGHTED
pacity of the hall nas been figured
as in the neighborhood of 1,100, Of
CC!.!'!lTTEES GIVEN QUARTERS this number the delegates will oc OPPONENT IS PCLIT1CAL BABE TURKEY IS GIVEN WARNING
cupy a few over 300 seats, which will
allow
ample ' room for the ac OTHER CANDIDATE, ROLPH, HAS ITALIAN GOVERNMENT SAYS DIS
TEMPORARY AND PERMANENT commodation for all with tickets.
NEVER BEFORE BEEN IN
PATCH OF TROOPS TO TRIPOLI
OFFICERS ASSIGNED TO CON
For the protection of the crowds
POLITICS
. WILL CAUSE
TROUBLE.
two
to
has
have
been arranged
it
VENIENT ROOMS
firemen, one from each side of the
San Francisco, Sept. 26. New and
river, on duty all of the time during
Tripoli, September . 26. Foreign
Tomorrow marks the opening o: the sessions. These men are in untried election
machinery was set ers are alarmed -- t the situation
the first state republican convention, structed to make complete patrol of in motion at a
primary growing,-ou- t
of the reported Inten
as on that day the meeting of the the
building and do everything to see election here today for the selection tion of Italy to occupy Tripoli in de
state central committee for the Pur that the
safety of the public 18 in of a full complement of municipal of fiance of the Turkish government. An
pose of appointing the preliminary sured.
ficials, and for the first time in San Arab revolt is feared.
officers and arranging all other mat
During the entire convention the Francisco's
are ' fleeing, hastily.
history, neither party
Foreigners
of
to
ters 'pertaining
the opening
Greater Las Vegas bana will oe on names nor insignia have a place on every available boat leaving here is
the convention, will occur. Rooms duty, and during all lapses in the the ballots. In
the event of a candi loaded with Europeans. .
in the Commercial club have been a official
program, wili be on hand to date receiving a majority vote he will
The above is the flrst dispatch di
signed to this committee. For the fill the space with stirring music. be declared elected without
to
rect
from Tripoli since the threatened
having
permanent committees of the con According to the program these
participate in the general election to conflict between Italy and Turkey divention the executive committee has
players will be on duty in full uni fclow. The contest for the mayoral recting attention to the Turkish proprovided rooms. The committee on form from 10 o'clock in the morning
vince on the north coast of Africa. It
rules will be located in the front until the last minute of the proceed ty outweighs all other issues.
can
two
are
but
There
out earlier advices from Malta
bears
prominent
rooms on the second floor of the
.
ings in the evening.
P. H. and other points Indicating an exodus
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committee
The
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Ample accommodations for the vis McCarthy, the present incumbent. Os- of Europeans from the troubled cone.
olutions will meet in the council
iting public have been provided for tensibly at least, Mayor McCarthy's Italian residents of 'Tripoli have left
chamber at the city hall.
by the hotel commtitee. There Is a
This evening and tonight many of movement on foot to open up the ambitions to succeed himself is back in large numbers, fearing that they
the members of the central commit- Plaza hotel for visitors if it Is ed by the Union Labor party, which might be made the victims of Turkish
tee will arrive and the various dele- deemed necessary. To add to the placed him In office two years ago, vengeance and the now reported pos
while Rolph has the support of both sibility that the Arabs may take ad
gations will commence to, come in. convenience and pleasure of the deleand democratic parties.
vantage of the situation and begin an
Tonight the evening train from San .a gates Dr. M. ' F. Des Marais, ' Joe republican no
involved.
direct
are
issues
adds another gave feature .o
There
uprising,
leadFe will bear many republican
Danziger, and E. R. Russell will ba
Turko-ftalianewcomer
to
a
Is
the
political
Rolph
quarrel.
ers who will attend the convention. on hand with a squadron of automo
Jose D. Sena, secretary of the state biles to transfer the visitors from life. He is a merchant of large local
before sought
AmbassadoK Speaks.
central committee, will arrive to one place to another and to show interests and has never
office, though he has long been
Paris,
Sept. 26. The Turkish am
public
ot
cnairman
O.
H.
and
Bursum,
night
them all of the sights of interest In active in civic affairs.
to France, Rifat Pasha, said
bassador
the committee, will arrive at
Las Vegas and the vicinity.
has risen from the ranks today that he did not know whether
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o'clock
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of labor to the leadership of the Labor Italy designed to attempt to occupy
Many prominent
from the south.
Council.
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ing or tomorrow from various parts UNITED STATES STEEL
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Tripoli,
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26. General Ma ina, was not divided by races or reMexico
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to
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Journal will repreesnt the press ot
a vital member of the empire.
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General Strike Ordered.
t andidates were escorted by marching
attend the convention from the capi
FECTING AMOUNT OF ORDERS
London, Sept. 26. A news dispatch
to the Madero home.
bands
with
clubs
tal city.
FOR QUICK DELIVERY.
During the progress through the from Rome says a general strike
By the time of the meeting of
district all other traffic was throughout Italy will be declared
business
will
have
the central committee ail
New York, Sept. 26. Judge Gary, suspended.
A feature of the recep- within 24 hours.
been arranged for the accommodation
The socialists have arranged for
of the United States Steel tion was the presence of hundreds of
chairman
state
of the delegates to the first
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movement as a protest against
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from
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convention and everyone will ex corporation,
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directors
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occupation of Tripoli and it is
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expected that the' strike will be rigcorporations
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visitors.
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campaign
cheering.
The chairmen of the various com
are affecting has been postponed for a few days cities.
conditions
"Existing
of
mittees made complete reports
The socialists alone of the Italian
to the extent that, instead while the campaigners rest.
their departments at a meeting of business
forward dethe Trlpoliton pro
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for
oppose
of
people
bookings
was
the executive committee which
for
are
of
the
customers
government
only
gram
buying
livery,
held last night, which showed that
Another dispatch from Rome this
immediate shijment. Nevtertheless, ESTABLISH ROMERO
everything will be in readiness by
volume
afternoon
the
as
seem,
it
says:
may
the time of the arrival of the first strange
'It is announced here this after
of prompt business is larger than
delegate.
HEADQUARTERS noon that the Italian charge d'affaires
At this time tho decoration com usual, specifications running upward
at Constantinople has presented to
tons
of
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day.
per
mlttee was granted kn extra apon
the
the Porte a note to the effect that
tons
uooks,
"Of the 4,500,000
propriation for the lighting of the
For the convenience of the ever
tons
is
which
of
920,000
despatch of Turkish military
any
of
city and as a consequence the cento Tripoli will be regarded
be said, from increasing number of supporters
it
may
transports
business,
as
tral part of Las Vegas will be
Secundino Romero :for nomination as a most serious action."
mill
it
of
the
operations,
bright ss day every night during the is standpoint
better business than an old time for governor of New Mexico at the
big gathering. The committee has contract order book' of double ton coming state convention of the repub
arranged for the placing of over 1 S 00
some of Mr. Romero's
nage, inasmuch as it represents act lican party,
NO HOPE OF
lights in six strings across the
friends have opened
closest
political
of
business
ive
specifications
capable
efwbi-rbest
tho
in
streets
places
8 in the Castain sufficient' volume as required to headquartes in Room
One string
fects will be gained.
will be
The
hotel.
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on
mills
the
present
CHEAPER FOOD
is to be run from the Castaneda operate our
the entire session of
open
during
Kept
to
come."
some
months
for
sis
hotel to the building of the Baclia-racThe statement was read at the the convention and will be for all
Brothers. Following the course
friends ofMr. Romero from all parts PRESIDENT OF CONSERVATION
board
meeting today.
of the car track the next string will
of the stae. All delegates will be
CONGRESS SAYS NO RELIEF
be from Vogt & Lewis' shop to the
This means that everybody
FOR THIS GENERATION.
avenue.
corner
on
opposite
Douglas
who attends the convention will be
The other lights on Douglas will
a cordially received guest at Romero
Kansas City, Sept. 26. In an
be criss-cros- s
double strings at the ROBBERS LOOT
headquarters. From all parts of the "aside" at the conservation congress,
Sixth and Douglas corner and a
state Mr. Romero and his friends are Professor Henry Wallace, the retir- string from the Pioneer block to the
messages assuring' him of ing president, said that food prices
receiving
office of the electric light company.
IDAHO BANK
support
never would return to their former
On Sixth street there will he a
level again, at least in this genera
&
Graaf
of
from
lights
string
KIMMEL GIVES uP.
tion.
store to the other side of the SECURE
BY
DYNAMITING
$9,000
Niles, Mich., Sept. 26. Weakened
"The application of science to pro
street. The sixth string will be
BIG SAFE AND ESCAPE
the strain of his fight to establish duction has caused all the present
oy
from the building of Charles RosenWITH EASE
his identity, ."Geo. A. Kimmel" yester Industrial evils in the United States
thal to the Wells Fargo company's
day made preparations to 'go to Chi President Wallace said: "Science
structure.
He is has separated the producers too far
robbers cago for medical treatment.
Spokane, Sept. 26. Two
on
Last night the committee
several
but
national
bank
Priest
at
broke
into
the
(penniless
practically
from the consumers.
Untflty there
arranging for the tickets of admisoffered
citizens
of
Niles
have
on
farms to
wealthy
are
Idaho,
the
dynamited
early
River,
today,
persons
to
enough
sion held a meeting. According
till the soil so it will produce enough
its apportionment the entire lower the large safe and stole money and him assistance.
The
to supply the demand of the consum
floor will be reserved for the dele- warrants amounting to $9,000.
Governor W. J. Mills will arrive to ers in the cities, the high prices will
gates and their friends. The bal- property stolen consists of $7,000 In
cony of the; opera house is reserved county warrants, $1,000 in currency, night from Santa Fe to attend the continue. I don't look for this con
dition to come soon."
first state republican convention.
for the subscribers to the fund for $500 in gold and $500 in silver.
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SITUATION
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IS SERIOUS

IN

PHIS AND RESULTS IN
LAY OF FREIGHT.

THEY

DEMAND

CLERKS

INSIST

TION

MEM
DE-

THAT FEDERA.

OF EMPLOYES

MUST
UNION.

IS HOPEFUL

CHICAGO OFFICE
OFF1CIAL8

ASSERT WALKOUT
NOT
WILL
AFFECT LINES
REACHING WINDY CITY.

Memphis, Tenn., (Sept 26. With
practically every clerk and shopman
of the Illinois Central railroad out on
a strike in Memphis, the strikers are
confident they will be successful in
their attempt to gain recognition of
the Federation of Employes.
The Illinois Central and the Ya
zoo & Mississippi. Valley have refused freight for local points.
Chicago Lines Unaffected.
Chicago, Sept. 26. The possibility
of the strike of the clerks on the Il
linois Central railroad" etxending to
Chicago was scouted by officials of
the road today. At thej same time
officials in the office of the vice
president were inclined to minimize
the importance of the strike In the
south and indicated Chat traffic
would resume normal conditions by
tomorrow.
To Resist Strike Breaker.
Sedalia, Mo., Sept 26. Picket
were placed on duty by the striking
car men today at all shop points on
the Missouri, Kansas & Texas sys
tem. This action was taken in an
effort to prevent the resumption of
work in the shops following j ester-day'- s
announcement by company officials that men might be hired to fill
the places of the 1,500 strikers who
walked out Saturday.
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white-clothe-
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inter-compan- y

e
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welr-omed- .

Hay-ward- 's
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O'Connell May Call Strike.
Davenport, la., Sept. 26. The In
ternational Association of Machinists
at a joint session today with the
heads of allied trades, voted to leave
action on the proposed strike on the
Harriman lines to the executive offi
cers with full powei to act. Whether
the - federation of shop employes on
the lines strike for recognition,
therefore, is up to President O'Con-ne- l
and his officers.
This action 1b taken as victory for
O'Connell, who referred the matter
to the convention, refusing to act
until authorized to do so. A faction
of the association, dominated, it is
said, by socialists, nas been trying
to take action in the matter from the
hands of the president.
.

LIST OF DEAD IS

the McXamara
neys representing
brothers held a long conference today over the status of their case re
sulting from Judge Bord well's ruling
that their associate, John S. Harring
ton, must answer the questions asked
him by the grand jury regarding his
alleged attempts to influence a state
witness. They said they had not
reached a decision whether he OFFICIAL STATEMENT IS ISSUED
would answer the questions or go to
BY FRENCH GOVERNMENT REjail so that habeas corpus proceed-lng'
GARDING NAVAL DISASTER
might be instituted. The attor
ney stated further, however, that
there was a strong probability of IS A THIN
CC::?ANY
action being taken to secure another
trial judge.
ROLL CALL OF SURVIVORS.. ON
SISTER SHIP IS DRAMATIC
,
KIDNAPER CAPTURED.
AND FULL OF PATHOS
Washington, . Bept 26. The state
department which recently received a
request from the governor of Cali
fornia for the capture and return tq PERISHED WITH KIS VESSEI
that state of Jesus Burrola, charged
with kidnaping, communicated with LIEUTENANT
IN
COMMAND
Of
the Mexican government which ar
FATED
ILL
LIBERTE STUCK
rested him in Lower California. The
TO HIS POST
department then notified the governor of California that Burrola is
being held provisionally. The gov
Toulon, France, 'Sept 26. An off!- -'
ernor of California will now have to cial statement
today, giving the ca
forward to the department an appli- - sualties in the loss ef the
Liberte,
catoin for etxradltion setting out the places the dead at 235 and the in
details of the offense charged against jured at 88, with one man
missing.
Burrola with sufficient evidence to A thin
ship's company was ' drawn
warrant the lodgment of a formal apup on the deck of the battleship Suf-fre-n
plication to Mexico.
this morning to answer to the
roll 'call of the crew of the
Liberte, which was destroyed by an
explosion and fire 24 hours earlier.
FOWLER WILL TRY
The survivors of the disaster, with
the exception ot those in the hospital,
TO CROSS SIERRAS are temporarily quartered on the sister ship. When the name of an absent one was called some one of his
AVIATOR DISPLAYS MUCH NERVF
comrades responded "dead," "hospl-taleAND HOPES TO BE SUCCESSor "missing."
FUL OR DIE IN ATTEMPT. .
During the night, fifty bodies were
recovered and eight wounded men
Emigrant Gap, Cal., Sept. 26 Rob were rescued from!
that part of the
worked
mechanicians
ert O., Fowler's
vessel
remained
that
exposed when
today to get his air craft in trim for the hull sank. These men had been
sur
to
tomorrow's;. expected attempt
mount the high Sierras. Fowler said pinned in the ruins from 16 to 26
hours. Most of them were insensible
today ' that mieteorolocal conditions
from pain.
resumes
laust: be, favorable when he
tiieuivuuub Auuerc, eun oi vice
his transcontinenta
trip, as the
Aubert, commander of the
.it
mountain
the
rugged topography
described
the admirable discifleet,
landcrests s such as to preclude a
able to make pline on board the Liberte. The lieuing. He .hoped
tenant, who is serving on another
trial flight lata, today.
was sent with a party to
warship,
Delayed.
; Rodgers
the fire on "the Liberhelp
extinguish
Cal26.
Salamanca, N. Y., Sept.
Gar-nie- r
braith P. Rodgiers, the coast to coast te. He found Senior Lieutenant
command
in
the
of
imperiled
aviator, will spend several days here
In idleness, it being necessary prac battleship in the absence of Captain
the second officers, both
tically to rebuild his aeroplane, Jaures.'and
wrecked by a barbed wire fence on of whom were ashore. A petty officer approached the lieutenant and
Sunday.
said:
"The fire, sir, is near the magaINSURRECTO CHIEF'S TRIAL.
zines. Insn't there danger of an ex
Los Angeles, Cal., Sept, 26. "Gen plosion?"
eral" C. Ap Rhys Pryce, former
"Attend to your orders," Lieutenant
leader of insurrecto forces in Lower Gamier replied.
The petty officer saluted and, withCalifornia, wanted by the Mexican
government to answer charges tof out further question, returned to his
murder, arson and robbery, took the post.
witness stand in his own defense at
Lieutenant Gamier perished in the
the extradition hearing before United destruction of his ship.
States Commissioner Van Dye to
Captain Jaures visited the wreck
day.
this morning and then spent the rest
He related his experiences in the of the day at the bedside of th9
Boer war in South Africa briefly, and wounded sailors. A number of these
told of having gone from Vancouver, continue unconscious due probably to
B. C, to Lower California to join the fumes of burning powder which
the Mexican revolutionists, having they inhaled. They may never rebeen of the belief that he could aid cover their senses.
them.
Paris Mourns Dead
Paris, Sept. 26. The city is
today for the navy's dead.
CHINESE FIGHT WITH
Flags over the publlo building are-ahalf mast. Official dinners
INSURGENT ARMY ed for the immediate future,arranghave
been abandoned and social engagements generally are cancelled.
LIFE OCCURS

250

RECOGNITION

ACKNOWLEDGE

MAY DEMAND NEW JUDGE.
Los Angeles, Cal., Sept 26. Attor

APPROXIMATELY

STRIKE

THiPOLI

PRIMARY

ARRIVING

VILL

1911.

26,

MEN

.

S.7S

d"

to-b-

e

, SENORA CREEL DEAD
Santa Barbara, Calif., Sept. 26.
Senora Julia Munox Creel, a sister-in-laof Enrique C. Creel, former
foreign minister ,of Mexico, dropped
dead while at breakfast at her home
here today. Senora Creel "Bad been
living in Santa Barbara since President Diaz was deposed, and held much
SEVERE LOSS OF
property in Los Angeles and San DieWHEN REGULARS ATTACK
of
as
one
was
the
rated
go. She
FORCES AT SHWAN LIU
wealthiest women in Mexico. Senora
chilCreel, was the mother of eight
Cheng Tu, China, Sept. 26. A se
dren, all of whom are living.
rious engagement between govern
ment troops and the insurgents oc
curred
Saturday at Shwan Liu, ten
OUSTER PROCEEDINGS BEGUN
of here. The troops lost
south
miles
Topeka, Kan., Sept. 26. Attorney
the Insurgents losses
but
heavily
an
commenced
Dawson
General
today
stilll
were
greater.
ouster suit against the four men
The insurgents hold Meichow,' fifty
members of the Hunnewell, Kansas,
miles
south of this city.
council for harasslng,Nand refusing to
womeet with Mrs. Ella Wilson, the
Cheng Tu has been besieged by
man mayor.
rebels and communication was inter
rupted for some time, but recent ad
CIGAR MAKERS STRIKE
vices received at Pekin stated that the
Tampa, Fla., Sept 26. Seven hun- siege had been raised following the
dred cigar markers of this city struck arrival of troops from Tibet
this afternoon following the posting
Today's dispatch indicates that the
of notices by the employers that they insurgent movement has been by no
would not be responsible to the gov means suppressed. There is no rec
erriment for cigars taken from the ord of a missionary station at Mie- factories on which the import duty Chow, which is a city on the Fu Kians
river.
had not been paid.
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ENGLISH

CLERGY ARE

OPPOSING FIGHT
HAVE INDUCED PROSECUTOR
BRING JACK JOHNSON
INTO COURT.

TO

26. Opposition
London,
Sept.
aroused by the clergy to the scheduled fight between Champion Jack
Johnson and Bombardier Wells, the
English title holder, assumed a legal
character today when a magistrate
of the Bow street i olice court, on
the application of
public prosecutor, granted si': mvnmonses against
the principals anl promoters.
The prosecutor, v hen he gets the'
,
will ask that
fight men into rom-ttuvAbonds not to
be
put
they
(ause a breach o the peace.
t'-.- a
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been taken suddenly worse, and he
A
was lonely. He asked Adams if he
wanted to ride into town. The man
said he did, but his thoughts were
on his find, and he said but little.
TO
Finally the doctor asked him if he
had ever found an? searls. Adams
replied that he had one at the mo
ment Dr. McCoy asked to Bee it
and Adams passed it over. The doc
tor rubbed the gem with a silk handwas of the A. L. WESTGARD
WILL
PILOT
MAN CURSES DAY HE FOUND kerchief, noted that it
and saw that it
rossbud
rare
variety
TRAIN
TOURING
OF
SEVEN
RARE GEM FOR WHICH HE
was perfect
CARS AND TWO TRUCKS
PRAYED AND HOPED.
r it Jumbor
"What will take
he asked.
Las Vegas is to be one of the night
The first figures that came Into the controls of the first commercial trans
The. most brilliant fpearl In the
"wonderful necklace that the dowager mind of Adams were f 800, so he continental
automobile tour ever
Queen Alexandra wore at the recent promptly answered:
made in this country, the Boedule as
"It'll take $800 to get this pearL" recently announced showing that the
coronation of her son, George V,
Made entirely of dean, selected
came from the Wabash river, ana
He had no idea what it was worth. cars will reach here November 3,
thoroughly malted an abso
to
grain,
any fig having left New York in October.
and was prepared to fall
Was found by "Jumbo" Adams, a
tonic stimulant that should
lutely
pure
But
sentence
set
a
ure
now
the
la
that
who
might
buyer
vict,
serving
The next stop after Las Vegas wll! be in every medicine chest widely
la the Illinois penitentiary at Ches- Dr. McCoy did not hesitate and try be Santa Fe.
and favorably known for over 50 years.
to lower the price. He drew a bis
ter.
While other tours have gone from
Duffy's Pure Malt Whukey is the only
The queen's necklace Is famed fur wallet from his pocket and counted coast to coast
Govern
that wu tased by tha
they have all been eith whUkcy
C
L
'
seat
the
on
of
known
out
J
the
been
$800
buggy er
Its beauty, and has long
j
or factory enterprisprivate
parties
tor the rarity of the gems that com- between them. "Jumbo" Adams took es. But when the caravan of Garford American war.
The genuine U lold IN SEALED BOT
pose it But the central or pendant the money in his trembling fingeres cars rolls into this city on the "Trail to
TLES ONLY by all druggiits, grocer ana
new
to
the
find
what
his
turned
or
over
and
became
lost
its
luster,
pearl
Sunset' it will mark the progress of dealers, or direct, $1.00 per large bottle.
hours later the
la known to the trade as "dead," and owner. Twenty-fou- r
the only public tour of such a length yi Duffy Halt Whlikty Oon Bocheatar, a. T.
the court jeweler was instructed to pearl passed into vne possession of that has ever been attempted and
replace it There was considerable Louis Wilson, a pearl buyer of New from the standpoint of a commercial
difficulty in finding one that would York, who paid $2,600 for It He enterprise alone it will be of deep sig local escorting party. As a forerun
exactly match, and the Jeweler vas in turn sold it to Tiffany's, then the nificance.
ner of what must eventally develop
almost In despair until he heard that English royal jeweler secured it and
into a greater commercial field the
ten
wll
machines
At
be
least
used,
a gem had been secured by Tiffany's now it shines in the necklace of eight of them being Garford
first "Trail to Sunset" tour will be
Alexandra.
that was Just what he wanted.
model such as an historical event
cars
of
this
year's
The lucky pearl fisher drank all
There was no haggling over the
are being distributed by the Willys- price asked, which was Ugh up in day in celebrating his luck, and 'then ford company, and two Garford trucks
the thousands, and the convict's some of his friends took aim to his wll be used to
carry the baggage.
1
pearl became the property of the home. When he recovered he pro- These cars were
d
bought by the
wants
court
his
of
immediate
tor
At
the
vided
of
mother
England.
queen
and Whitcomb company, who
functions and amid pomp and splen- family, but he did not get anything
used them in connection with their
wife
faithful
Ita
all
in
and
woie
bis
and
extra,
dor It gleamed
glowed
New England tours last summer and
wonderful purity and thousands paid no new dresses, and his children got
who are conducting the
"Jum--bocelebraof
the
as
and
dainties
no
a
loveliness
part
tribute to its
Gardiner 1b the first city In Maino
"
Adams lay in a felon's cell in the tion. The best of the money went! venture,
to adopt the commission pjan of
A,
The route has been laid out by
Chester penitentiary, and cursed, the to the saloon day by da and "Jum
government
L. Westgard whose reputation as t
attention
his
bo"
his
devoted
entirely
fell
into
it
possession
that
The democratic state convention of
day
tourist and pathfinder ia national
as be opened the dirty mussel "on to getting drunk.
(Rhode Island will be held in Proviof
the banks of the Wabash, far away. ' "Jumbo" Adams continued to arlnk and the tour has the
dence October 4.
Three years ago, "Jumbo" Adams on the proceeds o his find, and he the American Automobile association.
Chief Justice Ira B. Jones, of the
lived at Mount Cannel, 111., and made and Charles Fate, his boyhood chum Mr. Westgard, who has already made South Carolina suprema couit. bas
a somewhat precarious living by din- and manhood friend, had many a the transcontinental trip twice, will resigned from the bench to become
act as pilot of the tour. He will be a candidate for
ging mussels, selling fish and doing spree together. One night they went
governor.
odd jobs of felling timber for port- to a country dance, where the fun accompanied by Mrs., Westgard and
Daniel W. Lawler, former mayor of
able saw mills. He was 25 years old, was fast and furious, and where there will also 'be several other wo St Paul, has announced himself as
were men in the party.
and had a wife and three children. many, of the participants
a democratic candidate for tha seat
But four passengers will be assign- of Knute Nelson in the UnU'He had been to school but little, and drunk. In the midst of the festivihis small world was the river, his ties Adams and Fate quarreled ed to each car and each day's run States senate.
home and the saloon. When he sold about some trivial matter, and Adams calls for about 100 miles. First class
J. B. Blllard, mayor of Topeka, h
a load of shells to the button factory shot Fate dead. He was arrested, hotel accommodations will be avail- announced his candidacy for gt
he went first to the saloon and drank tried and sentenced to the peniten- able every night and no traveling will ernor of Kansas and will make t .
all the liquor he could hold; then tiary for 21 years The poor, tired be done on Sunday.
race on an
.platfor ,
The trucks which are to accompany
he staggered home and his family wife tearfully took leave of him, and
Progressive republicans in Co
got what was left Day after day the sobbing children clung to (his the tour are now at the factory in rado have started an initial mov
and year after year this was his pro- hands as the sheriff led him away Flyrla, O., where they are being fitted ment to secure control for their ft
gram. Up to this time he had never to begin his sentence. This is why with special bodies, the chasses being tion of the state republican organi
had as much at $20 in his possession "Jumbo" curses the day that the those of the regular public service zation next fall.
pearl came into his possession.' 'It motor vehicle. Over the larger part In the referendum election held in
'Then one day he went down to brought him only ill luck. St. Louis of the route the trucks will not have Maine early this month the voters
the point where the White rive: Joins
an unusual load but on the trek decided by a large majority, to adopt
the Wabash in ita wlmping rush to
through New Mexico and Arizona the direct primary system of nominswell the Ohio. It was very early, NO MORE DISTRESS
they will be used as commissary wag ations.
FROM THE STOMACH ons and will have to carry an extra
the sun was just coming up, not
Eugene S. Ives of Tucson has malo
another pearl fisher was in sight and
formal announcement of his candi
complement of baggage as well .
"JumDo was jusi recovering irom a No Dyspepsia, Gas, Heartburn or InThe trip through this part of the dacy for the democratic nomination
prolonged spree. But nature seemed
digestion Five Minutes
country will be made In the early for United States senator from the
Later.
te be smiling forgivingly and the
part of November and though the new state of Arizona.
heart of "Jumbo" Adams beat with
Every family here ought to keep climate and the scenery are all that
Within the period of a few weeks
a resolve to lead a benii some Diapepsin in the house, as any could be asked for, hotel accommo- dear.n nas removed Roger Q. Mills ot
telling of it afterward he sit I he one of you may have an attack of In dations in that section can hardly be Texas and Thomas H. Carter of Mon
communed with himself to the eflect digestion or Stomach trouble at any called up to the standard. In order tana, the former one of the most
that If he could only find a pearl time, day or night.
to insure the tourists every conveni eminent democratic leaders of his
and get a start l.e would forever
This harmless preparation will dl ence, therefore, there has been an day and the latter occupying an
Ho said he gest anything you eat and overcome arrangement made to have Pullman
after lead a good lif-aequally conspicuous place pn the re
stomach five cars side tracked at certain points publican side.
almost prayed to find i pearl. He a distressed,
strode slowly towaM liis dirty Utile minutes afterward.
If the new Levy election law is
along the trail so that they may be
flat bottomed (boat with his head
If your meals don't tempt you, or used as sleeping quarters. In some adjudged constitutional the voters of
bent and his thoughts in his failure what little you do eat seems to fill of the most attractive places a reg New York state will have two ballots
la life.
you, or lays like a lump of lead in ulation camp will be made and this to vote in the presidential year of
Just before he reached the boat ho your1 stomach, or if you have heart- feature will add much to the pleasure 1912. Upon one of these efflcial balstooped and picket, op a big, ugly, burn, that is a sign of Indigestion.
of the journey. The tour will cover lots will bel the! names of candi, black mussel. Mechanically he pulled
Ask your Pharmacist for a
will be of seven dates for presidential electors only,
4,000 miles and
out his knife and pried open the case of Pape's Diapepsin, and take weeks' duration.
while the Other will bear the names
'muddy jaws. In one hand he held a little just as soon as you can.
Automobillsts of this and other of candidates for state 'oflces. ;
the gaping shells, and then with the There will be no sour risings, no cities on the route are
It
by the Woodrow Wilplanning to
fore finger of the other he probed belching of undigested food mixed meet
in
Texas that the deson
supporters
assured
Is
the
tourists and it
amid the quivering mass. Suddenly with acid, no stomach gas or heart
cision of United States Senator Jothat
the
the
of
greater
along
part
his finger struck an obstruction burn, fullness or heavy feeling in
way they will be accompanied by a seph W. Baiiey to withdraw from
nearly as large as a marble. He the stomach, Nausea, Debilitating
public life at the end,, of his present
pulled it from its fastening on the Headaohesj, Dizziness on1 intestinaj
term means a hard blffw to the Harside of the shell. Then he brushed griping. , This will all go, and, be
mon presidential fcoojn, , "which they
the pasty covering from it ana the sides, there will be no sour food left WHAT SAVED
declare has depended; largely: upon
chief of the Alexandra pearls gleamed over in the stomach to poison your
the influence of Senator Bailey.
and glowed and first made glad the breath) with nauseous odors.
The leaderships of the two United
HER
LIFE
heart of "Jumbo" Adams. At first
Pape's Diapepsin is a certain cm-senators from' Pennsylvan'a
States
he feared it was a trick of the im for
stomachs, because it
Involved ins the primaries
are
deeply
agination, and he could hardly be prevents fermentation and takes hold Mrs. Martin Tells About a Painful to be held In Philadelphia and Pitts
lieve in his good fortune He went of your food and digests it just the
Experience that Might Have
burg at the end of this month. Senaon to the boat) and bathed his head same as if your stomach wasn't
Ended Seriously.
tor Penrose is battling' to hold Philain the cooling water. As his head there.
.adRivesville, W. Va. Mrs. Dora Martin, delphia against the present city
became clearer ht looked again at
Relief in five minutes from all
while, In Pittsburg, Sen
ministration,
a
in
from
letter
writes:
Rivesville,
the pearl. It was still there, and stomach misery is at your drug store
"For three years, I suffered with wo- ator Oliver is striving to wrest the
when he again rubbed it on the waiting for you.
and had
in my leadership from Mayor McGee.
manly
sleeve of his coarse shirt it grew
cases of Pape S back troubles, I was pains
These large
Arthur P. Gorman, who has been
side.
nervous
and
and
brighter. '
Diapepsin contain more than sufll- could not sleep at night
nominated by the democrats tor govThen "Jumbo" Adams knew that dent to cure any case of Dyspepsia,
The doctor could not
me. He ernor of Maryland, has been an actfate had given him the chance that IndigestitoBl or any other Stomach said I would have to be help
on be- ive participant in the public ard pooperated
he had always hoped for. He was trouble.
fore I could get better. I thought I litical life of the state for el?bt
"rich," not as the trust magnates
would try using Cardui.
years, during which time he has been
reckon riches, but as they are conThe chief Interest of the national
Now, I am entirely well.
a member of the state senate. His
sidered by the poor fishers who dwell politicians in the state elections of
I am sure Cardui saved my life. 1 career
has attractel attention, no'
will never be without Cardui in my
by the banks of the Wabash and this fall is directed toward Massaalone because he is the son of his
know only the good things of life chusetts and Rhode Island, as it is home. I recommend it to my friends."
who so long was one of, the
For fifty years, Cardui has been re- father,
in flitting dreams.
predicted the country will hear much
leaders 'of the democratic
national
With his dull face shining with an about national issues and the presi lieving pain and distress caused by wobut on account of his own
will
trouble.
It
nn wonted luster, 'Jumbo" Adams dential election of 1912. Both states manly
surely help you.
It goes to the spot reaches the strong personality.
walked along the bank of the river are interested principally in manu
till he came to the big road that facturing and are directly concerned trouble relieves the symptoms, and
leads into the principal street of in the tariff which comes forward as drives away the cause.
More tombstones! would tell the
If you suffer from any symptoms of
Mount Cannel.
Behind him came a prominent issue.
truth about people if left blank.
womanly trouble, take Cardui.
the sound of wheels, and pretty soon
Your druggist sells and recommends
Dr. McCoy, a well known physician
Get a bottle from him today.
it
Some men would rather follow
and pearl buyer of Mount Carmel,
N. B. Write to: Ladles' Advisory Dept.. ChattaMedicine Co., Chattanoafra, Term., for fipee-ilBeing popular has more drawbacks
drove np. The doctor had been out their own inclinations than be lead nooga
JnttlnietionSt and
frxk, "Home Ireauorat
comebacks.
than
in
for
Woimd," sent plain wrapper, ao request.
early to call on a patient who had era.
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Madam! Your New Suit and Coat Is Here
It's Been Planned and Designed Specially for You

VEGAS

OF QUEEN

And We Abo wish to Announce that We Have

Installed a Complete One of the Celebrated
"Wooltex" Suits and Coats for This Season.
little preferences have been considered, but directed of
And
course along the newest lines demanded by Dame Fashion.
your
fit
will
coats
you
and
Suits
then the fit how splendidly these
off that's the sort of
good points enhanced, your bad lines graded
Suit well show you.
It's all a case of knowing hew.
From our years of experience as storekeepers we have learned
what manufacturers to buy fromwhere we can secure the choicest
beet
styles, the finest materials, the most expert workmanship, the
All your

Duffy's Pure
r:.slt Whiskey

,

values.
yet
Though the latest models are represented in this showing, modwe know how to discriminate, and have carefully selected such
els as will delight you now, and please you better with each wearing.
No use to attempt to describe our stunning new Suit and Coat
models. You MUST see them.
But our final word is to your pocketbook these new garments
present the best values we have ever been able to display. Prices
Suits

1

Irr'itJ'M11

$9.00 to $45.00

--

.

Ray-mno-

I

coast-to-coa-

-

Politics and

Politicians.

st

Coats

$7.50 to $35.00
The New Dresses
Vegas will be immediately impressed with our extensive display of new
or
we have gathered some unusually beautiful models in Silk and Wool
dresses goes without saying
materials. Limited space here permits of only the briefest mention. Prices
,

That every woman in Las

$7.50 to $65.00
The New Waists

,

There seems to be no end to the .beautiful designs shown in fancy waists for Pall. Were we to
attempt to give descriptions we could use this whole page for waists alone and still tell an interesting
story. The materials and colors almost beggar description you will positively fall in love with the new
waists. See them by all means. Frices

$3.50 to $10.00
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STATE CONVENTION

OF THE

EW STATE
Th eEstancia schools opened last
Monday morning with an excellent attendance.
Estancia has been designated by
Secretary P. ,H. Hitchcock as one ot
the Postal Savings depositories and
will be open to receive deposits on
October 7.
The big power plant of the Chino
Copper company at Silver City is
nearing completion and final tests of
the plant are being made.
The United States Indian school at
Santa Fe opened last week with a
large attendance, and this year prom
ises to be one of the most successful
in the history of the Institution.
Clovis has three newspapers,
the
latest addition being the Curry County Democrat with Harry Armstrong
formerly of the Clovis News as editor.
The other papers are the News and

the Journal.

It has been rumored during the past
week that theawson baseball team
has been
and will attend the State Fair in Albuquerque.
The Dawson bunch, it is said, ia composed of a fast bunch of ball payers and they expect to pull down
first money.

,

.

Plaza

ESTABLISHED

The program for the Willlard Fair
and Water carnival has been completed and it promises to be a big
success. A big crowd is expected to
attend the fair to see the wonderful
pumping exhibits. A fine program
of exhibits and sports has been arranged, and a good time for every
one Is promised.
'

Whereas, pursuant to the provisions
of the Enabling Act and the resolution adlmtting New Mexico into the
Sisterhood of States, the governor of
New Mexico has issued his proclamation ordering an election to be held
on Tuesday, November 7, 1911, for
the purpose of electing the various
congressional, state, legislative, Judicial and county officers authorized by
the constitution heretofore
adopted
by the people of New Mexico;
Now, Therefore, pursuant
to and
in accordance with resolutions adopted by the .Republican Central Committee of New Mexico in convention
asembled at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
on Tuesday, September 6, 1911, a call
Is hereby Issued for the holding of the
first republican state convention in
the City of Las Vegas, New Mexico,
at 10 o'clock in the forenoon of Thursday, the 28th day of September, A.
D. 1911, tor the purpose of nominating candidates for the various congressional and state offiecs created
and authorized by law; and the Republican Central committees of the
various counties of the new state except as otherwise by this committee
ordered, are required to Issue call
for the holding, upon such notice and
date as they may deem expedient,
county conventions for the purpose
or electing delegates to said state
convention, at which the basis of re
presentation shall be I delegate for
each 100, or fraction thereof of 50 or
more, of the votes cast for the republican candidates for delegate to congress at the election of 1908, and 1
delegate at large from each county
now. in existence; upon which basis
the representation at said state convention from the several counties of
New Mexico shall be as follows:
Bernalillo
25
Chaves
10
Colfax
, 17
Curry
6
Dona Ana
13
Eddy
4
Grant
,
,
Guadalupe.
m
Lincoln
,
9
Luna

Rio Arriba
Roosevelt
Sandoval
San Juan
San Miguel
Santa Fe
Sierra
Socorro
Taos
Torrance
Union
Valencia

16
7

10
6

30

.17
5
17

13
8
14

,

15

...303
Total.........
It is recommended that in event the
same deelgates are not elected delegates to the judicial and legislative
district conventions that the same
basis be used in the election of such
district delegates and that such conventions shall be called and held, after the state convention, at such time
and place as may be agreed upon by
the chairmen of the central committees of the several counties composing the respective districts mentioned,
or in default of agreement by said
chairmen, by a majority of the delegates elect to such district conven.
tion.
It ia further recommended that the
republican county conventions in and
for the several counties, for the nomination of county officers, be held af-

ter the state invention.

H. O. BURSUM, .Chairman.
'
JOSE D. SENA, Secretary.
,

The citizens of Tucumcari, under
the direction of the chamber of commerce, have raised $2,000, which has
been placed in the hands of the territorial engineer for the construction
of roads in that vicinity. The engineer has already made the survey
and the work has been started.
The new roads will be on very small
grades, one through Apache canyon
being only 6 per cent, and another
8 3 per cent
through Taylor canyon.
A new road ia also to
he constructed
through the caD rock at Raglan. These
three roads are to converge south of
the town, where a bridge 160 feet
long is to be constructed over the
Plaza Laigo creek.
1--

.

The division of agriculture of the
New Mexico Agricultural college will
have a large exhibit at the Mesllla
Valley Fair this year. One of the most
interesting features in this exhibit
wiH be a model pumping irrigation
plant. A well will be put down on
the ground and a compelte plant In-' stalled for the fair.

McKInley

Mora
Otero
Quay

p

jg
,

7
11

If the plans of J. P. Holt of Grand
Junction, Colo., are carried out Dexter, N. M., will have an orchard heater factory. Mr. Holt, who is the inventor of the heater has the endorse-men- t
of the Missouri Agriculture expert men tin? station and is
trying to
interest Dexter capital in the formation of a company for its manufacture.
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PANAMA
TO

BE

CANAL

VELL

PROTECTED
COVERNMENT PLANNING TO ES
TABLISH HEAVY BATTERIES
AND IS MOVING TROOPS

The military occupation of the canal
none will have begun bproie this letter
is read oa the Isthmus, because a
regiment of 900 Infantrymen will be
In camp on the edge ot Culebra Cut,
about half way between Colon and
Panama, writes a correspondent for
the New Orleans Picayune.
Jnst what the significance of this
motive is the correspondent cannot
find out. He has, asked a number ot
army men, but they have either Mulled vaguely or said quite frankly:
"Damlfno." The camp first to be oc
cupied Is temporary, consisting of la
borers' barracks, no longer required
1n the canal work, but the accommodations are substantial and will prob
ably do well enough until a perman
ent camp can be established.
The amount of Information that one
can acquire by discreet Inquiry on
the Canal rone, with regard to the
military occupation, la simply Immense. At Colon they point over to
Toro Point and Magdalena Island and
say there will be a regiment at each
place. A man at Gatun Informed me
a few days ago that as soon as the
big dam is completed the top will be
made into an army post, where bar
racks, stables and other buildings
will be erected and a parade, ground
will be leveled off. At Bas Obispo
and Las Cascada the village talk in
dicates a large encampment for about
10,000 men; and at Empire and Cul
ebra it Is confidently expected that
an encampment for ten regiments
will be, made In a broad valley across
the canal. The dump at Mlraflores
will be turned into a permanent post,
and Ancon hill will be entirely surrounded by soldiers and marines.
It would take at least 25,000 men
to occupy all the camps the village
talk has reserved for military purposes. In truth, it is probable thai
only a few people on the itshmus
know what is planned and these few
are reticent about the matter. It would

H

be easier to find out In
Washington just what Is contemplated for Panama than It would be in
Panama itself.
In a general way, however, it is
understood here that there will be
big guns mounted on the Islands in
the bay of Panama at the Paclfc entrance to the canal and on the flats
at Balboa; while at the Atlantic entrance there will be similar batteries,
probably at Toro Point and Margarita island, oo either side the canaL
It is known, too, that the old cemetery, on Flamenco island, in Panama
bay, has been removed to make way
for a fort, and further, that the appropriation is available, so that work
will probably be begun soon.
The correspondent has gone into
this trifling and unimportant detail
at this time because the Panama correspondents, who smoke. Chlriqul tobacco, will soon begin to send out
Interesting but untrue reports about
the fortification work. You can al-- ,
most surely gamble on it that any
Important news regarding the mill
tary occupation of the Canal rone and
the fortifications will be published
first in Washington, because that is
where the polllcles are determined.
There Is a phase of the military
occupation however, that is causing
grave concern on., the Canal zone
among the men of the Tlvoll club.
The situation Is a peculiarly Irritating
one. At present there are so many
men at the fortnightly dances of the
club at the hotel in Ancon that girls
are at a decided premium; that is,
there are two men to every girl.
Mitigating circumstances are in the
form of occasional Influxes of tourist
girls, and the fact that some of the
men would rather sit and watch their
wives dance than to dance with them.
Even with these redeeming features
the predominance of men is great,
so that out of 200 people at an ordinary Tlvoll club dance there are
130 men.
They are good men, some
of them are men of distinct homing
tendencies, and all are clean. But,
do you know, there are not "many
that could be called handsome, even
by their friends? In thiB respect they
are really remarkable.
A friend of mine was looking them
over with me, at the last dance; there
were men too thin for their height,
too fat for their shortness, knock-kneemen, men with overhanging
jaws, baldhead, uneven, shouldered
large footed, clumsy, shy, sloping
shoulders, long nosed, lnree handed,
loose jointed, round shouldered men,
probably

d

and all of them dancing around with
an air of maddening
but very few that could be called
handsome, not one of the type that
a girl dreams about when she thinks
of the kind of man she should like to
have buy her hats for the remainder
of her life. Said my companion, a
charming woman:
"I see only two really handsome
'
men on the floor.'
"Who is the other oner I asked
somewhat hastily, because she did
not appear to be looking at me.
"My husband," was her reply, and
It seemed to me she was saying it
merely for effect, because he surely
belongs to the knockkneed class.
That is the situation now. What
will it be when the military occupation takes place? There wljl be fifty
officers with that one regiment, and
no matter how many of them are
married they will all be In bachelor
quarters, and their wives perforce In
the states. Can you Imagine a more
desperate Situation than 130
men, seventy romantic women just looking for excitement, and
then turn fifty handsome Adonises Into the inclosure? Do you wonder
that the men of the Tlvoll club are
writing letters home to their reprein congress protesting
sentatives
against the fortification and permn-entmilitary occupation of the canv.l
zone? A number of expedients have
been talked over by the Tlvoll club
men all the way from a punch of
larvacide In honor of the officers at
the first dance they attend, to locking the women up in the dry rooms
of the quarters they occupy. All these
are crude. But there Is one that is
worth consideration. The Tlvoll club
ha sa cash balance of about $1,500.
It is suggested that this money be
turned over to the wife of one of the
officers in order that she may come
to the Canal zone and live in a cottage at the camp or at the Hotel Tlv
oll. It is believed that when she sees
the situation in all its naked horror
letshe will promptly write forty-ninters to the states, and that before a
second dance comes around there will
be forty-nin- e
wives of officers on the
spot to take part In the proceedings.
Meanwhile the women of the Tlvoli
club are sewing new lace and ribbons on their dancing dresses.
A Cussless. Month In Culebra
One month's experiment with no
cussing of laborers In Culebra Cut Indicates that the value of profane and
vulgar expletives on an excavation
job is zero, if, indeed, it Is not nega
uaat-trcativ-

e

'

The strongest word used between Bas Obispo and Pedro Miguel
In August In directing laborers was
"mercy. It was used by George Williams, one of the subforemen, on August 23, at 10:48 o'clock In the morning .when he urged his gang to expedite their work saying: "Mercy men
you must work more rapidly If you
desire to complete this piece of work
before luncheon." One month before
that day he would have said: "Get
bUBy there
you, or you don't get
no chow."
During the first month of the "no
cussing" rule Colonel Galllard and his
men broke all rainy month records
for excavation In Culebra CuL The
weather was in their favor, because
it did not rain much, but otherwise
the conditions were practically the
game as in other rainy season, months
except that the shovels working on
the slides were not handicapped by
being obliged to handle mud. The
total amount excavated was 1,442,402
cubic yards, an average
of 53,400
cubic yards a day.
The wildest
of five years ago never
dreamers
fancied such a month's work as this.
The results appears to justify the position of Colonel - Goethals that the
"cussing out" of laborers has no value In building the Panama canal.
tive.

n

e

American Colony
The executive of the government of
Panama has entered into a contract
with an American, Walter D. Stanton, granting to Mr. Stanton a tract
of 25,000 hectares of land In the province of Chlriqul on the condition that
Mr. Stanton wllj bring 100 families
Under the
to Chlriqul as settlers.
provisions of Article 3, each party has
the right to demand from the conces
sionary fifty hectares of land for each
adult member of the family, such concessions, however, not to exceed 250
hcetares for each family. This land
will be free from all costs to the settlers. Under section 6 the concessionary agrees to construct, at his
own expense, all roads for public use
and any other Improvements necessary for the welfare of the colonists,
and agrees to Introduce all known
modern emthods of agriculture, as
well as to establish a sawmill and to
erect 700 houses. Under Section 8,
the government agrees to permit the
free Importantion of all machinery,
s
vehicles, wire and agricultural
Intended for the exclusive
use of the colonists as well as the
baggage, furniture and other tools
whiqh the colonists may bring on
Proposed

Imple-.ment-

'
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Better Times
After a change
Lack of energy is usually
the outward sign of faulty
nutrition.
Folks who don't feel "spry"
because of lack of the right
kind of nourishment
"Pick Up"

in Food

FEEL RIGHT
When You Feed Right.
You know one always feels "very
fit" when the head and nerves swing
along peacefully and with that certain sene ot power that Is unmistakable.
But when overwork or anxiety
breaks down the soft gray matter In
the brain and nerve cells (anxiety
will do Jt quicker than overwork)
faster than the food you have been
using replaces It, then to save yourself from that horror of darkness,
nervous prostration, you must change
food and take on some sure rebullder.
That's the mission of Grape-Nutmade of the selected parts of wheat
and barley containing the natural
Phosphate of Potash which combines
with Albumen in the human body and
makes the soft gray filling of the
brain and nerve centers.
Another thing to be considered is
that Grape-Nut- s
is "processed" in
making and the starchy parts converted into a form of sugar, exactly
as the process of digestion in the
body. So Grape-Nut- s
has reaHy passed the first act ot digestion and
therefore the food Is quickly assimilated in the most perfect manner by
babe or athlete.
Get the little book, "The Road to
Wellvllle," in pkgs.

On

Grape-Nu- ts
FOOD

Thousands who know the
personal value of
and vigor ous action,make
Grape-Nuta part of their
regular diet.
.

clear-thinkin- g

s

There's a Reason"
Postum Cereal Co., Ltd., Battle Creek, Mich.
their first trip to the country. Under
Section 11, the concessionary must deposit in the national treasury of the
republic 600 balboas within three
months later, in order to guarantee
the faithful compliance of his obligation. This amount will be returned
two years after the development
work is commenced.
This contract requires for its validity the approval ot the executive pov
er and the final approval of the National assembly insofar as it relates
to the exemption from the payment
of customs duties upon machinery or
agricultural Implements.

FAIR.

TRI-STAT- E

P. E. O.'s IN ST. LOUIS
St. Louis, Mo., Sept 26. St Louis
is entertaining this week a distinguished gathering of women visitors
from all over the country, Who have
come to attend the national conven
tion of the P. E. O. clubs. The organization, which was first formed
In 18C9 at Iowa Wesleyan University,
Is the largest woman-secret society
In the world. No one except members know what the letters P. E. O.
mean. The initial session ot the convention this afternoon was devoted
to the exchange of greetings and the
work of organization. Mrs. Winona
E. Reeves, of Keokuk, Iowa, the national president, occupied the chair.

The
Fall Festival,
opened in Memphis today with tha
preliminary promise of being tho
most successful affair of its kind ever
held here. In addition to the wealth
of exhibits illustrating the resources
and industries of Tennessee, Arkansas and Mississippi, the fair management has (provided for numerous special attractions, chief among Which
will be a series of elaborate day and
The opening day
night pageants.
was set aside as Woman's Day. The
close will come with the celebration
ot Memphis Day, on October 4, for
States maThe centipede is called a thous- which occasion the United
to fur
rine
has
been
band
engaged
man
the
and logger, but
average
It takes more than a dentist to
can do more kicking with only two. nlsh the music.
fill a long felt want
Memphis,

Trl-Stat- e

Tenn.,

Fair and

Sept

26.
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to put in nomination the candidates
of the two great parties and the fiTe
smaller ones and then try them all
out. Instead of one
'tour
of the country, in each political
cajiip there would be many. Voters
would be seasoned for the culminating shock of the November election
by a series of preliminary sensations
Under the top layer of multiplied
presidential elections there would be
direct primaries for 531 presidential
electors, wherein 3,717 citizens representing the seven parties woulct be
winnowed out of an army of . aspirants. There would be direct
every two years for the
for t trie
choice of 64 candidates
United States Benate, direct primaries for the choice of 3,045 candidates for congress. vTEes;ewred'eral
primaries would supplemefll'-'loc- al
ones wherein voters passed preliminary judgment on the claims xf
candidates for city, county, and. state
rimaries
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"Why do you insist on asking that
(
young man to sing?"
Mtissl Cayenne,
"Because,"
replied
, Advertisers are guaranteed the
"when he's singing he isn't trying to
dally and weekly circulation
iiirirwicA1!
.
oi tuy newspaper in Northeastern converse."
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LAIiOlt CONDITIONS

.

Galey (as Galey arrives home
at 6 a. m.) Well! What iff tIte"WOflji
reminded you to come home at all?
Galey The game was called wn account of daylight, my' dear'1
,

ti: is

The actual conditions which the
people of the United States are facing as a direct result of brewing labor troubles on the great railroads
of the country and the probable outcome, If these troubles are allowed
to come to a Ihead, is contained in a
brief resume of the situation recently
published in the New York Journal
of Commerce.
The article, unprejudiced in every respect, arrives at the
conclusion that the consuming public
will suffer untold hardships if a general strike is called.
The reason on which this conclus-- i
iv is based is the fact that because
tf unsettled tariff conditions, mer- ants throughout the country are
': ving a hand to mouth
existence,
;;.h little or no reserve stock on
to draw in case transporta- 'l.-- n
facilities are tied up for any
"lonsth of time. For the .same reason
u:ev manufacturers are keeping very
littja aw material 'on hand, (preferring to buy in small lots, liqui-dat- e
their obligations and await developments In tariff revision. Under
these corcumstances, the Journal
points out, should a protracted strike
take place, the more isolated, inland
parts of the country would And themselves in a 'position somewhat akin
to the situation on the British Isles
during the recent seaman's strike-fac- ing
a food (amine.
The railroads, continues the Jour-Jia- l,
are in no position toj grant the
demands of their employes at tha
.present time. While they have
a fair traffic, derived from the
tendency to buy; only in small quantities, a study of recent earning reports, especially of western lines,
shows that operating expenses have
increased eva more rapidly, (than
the traffic receipts and that earnings from the former have been
pared to tha quick to meet the lat-

ter
Under these conditions, the railroads are in no more of a position
to grant the demands made than the
general publlo Is to put up with the
conditions bound to follow should
"the contending factions fail to come
to a peaceful understanding At no
time during the past decade has the
country at large been so dependent
on prompt, efficient means of transportation and ; suty' transportation
service will undoubtedly, cease to exist the instant an open rupture occurs, between the railroads and their
employes
o

PK1 MARIES FOR

PRESIDENTS

-

Direct political action is a good
thing, and you cannot have too much
of a good thing That is evidently
the idea of Governor Wilson of New
Jersey, says the New York World.
He would have no candidates nom
inated for president until they had
survived the test of a direct primary,
bo he said in Jersey City, and he
would extend its application from the
highest to the lowest functionary.
The people, he thought, wanted to get
Tid of the middlemen.
They say:
"We will do the work ourselves; we
do not need a manager.
The work thus cut out for them
would be engrossing enough, Instead
of one presidential election every,
four years, there would be three bis
ones and five smaller ones, in order

UP

THE

JURYMEN

Some of the shabby brocade of court
etiquette has been cleared out of our
courts, such as gowns and wigs. Some
that still hangs In faded shreds is
dusty, but Inoffensive. But some surviving practices are seriously objectionable.
For instance, the outrageous habit
of locking jurymen up. Why? During the progress of a civil case which
lasts three or four days jurymen can
go home nights. But when the case
is given to the jury, the jury must go
Into continuous session, under lock
and key, until it reaches a verdict.
There is no sufficient reason why we
should not go home at the end of a
day, and come back to our work next
morning, just as we men do in any
other business. The imprisonment of
a jury tends to hasty decisions, to the
forced verdicts of weary minds incapacitated for thinking. Much better to drop a difficult case, go home,
sleep, come fresh to the jury room in
the morning and resume deliberation.
If jurymen are in danger of being
tampered with after a case is given
to them, then they are in equivalent
danger of being tampered with during the progress of the case.
The incarceration of the jury is, I
hold, against the rights and liberties
Of citizens.
I am willing to give a portion of
my time, without pay, to public business; but I resent the turning of tha
sheriff's key behind my back. I resent having to walk down to the street
to supper (or breakfast!) in military
or criminal column-by-twoThe judge
very often has to spend several days
in deciding a question of law. Why
not lock him up until his mind works
to a conclusion? Case and Comment.

i

"I couldn't marry Mr. Ducats. He
squints horribly, mamma."
"My dear Miriam, a man with $100;-00a year may be afflicted "with a
slight opitical indecision, but a' 'squint
&
never."

0

'".
what is

the
Teacher Tommy,
meaning of the word futility?
Tommy I don't know, exactly, but
an example of it would be trying tf
tickle a turte's back with a chicke!'
feather.
Johnny Williams had been "bad"
'
'"
f
again.
'Ah, me Johnny," sighed;' the "Suri- day school teacher. "I'm afraid wo
shall never meet in heaven."
"What have you been doin'?" ask
ed Johnny, with a grin.
"
'
.. t
Miss Rocksey But, papa, George la
a hard working young man.
Old Rocksey That's It,, exactly
The man I wish you to ;narry--mn- l
be able to make money without work
K

'

--

ing.

-

rr

Marcus Stone, R. C, the famous
artist, says: "I do not believe that
women or men either, for that matter have ever walked or carried
themselves as badly as they do now,

the women with their elbows out,
their shoulders up, their necks pushed forward, the men for the most
part chestless creatures - with sloping
de to stick
necks;- - Arms were not
out on either side like jug handles.
"Of .course, as an artist I am at
war with fashion and its constant
prevent .woman
changes which
evolving a dress which expresses her
individuality but especially with the
fashion of wearing corsets, which, to
my mind, destroy the outlines of the
figure and cramp the freedom of
woman's movements. Never before
in my life has woman been so much
imprisoned and laced up as she is
today that is to say, of course, all
except the willowy women, whose figures accord with, present fashion.
How can she move gracefully in a
tube which pushes her shoulders up,
shortens her neck, and sends her el
bows out? The sloping attitude of
neck adopted by men and women 1
attribute to the wearlg, especially
when young, of high stiff collars. The
least pressure on the- back of the
neck sends the head forward, and
thus a habit is formed."
-

Crawford The onTv""wav''vfor
me to avoid these payments to,prrt ;
1
Anne Boleyn's Coach.
.
everything I own in yourffatne.
coaches" ar fairly am"Headless
ttf
Just
be
Mrs. Crawford Won't
orous. The most famous is th one
an
me
have
to
for
mohey
fttt
lovely
that drives once a year, en the anni("V'
to spend?
versary of Anne .Boleynrt execution,
up the avenue at BUckfog, her. Nor
ft St iltlc
folk home, says the London Chronicle
an
said
the profeasonaJ.'is
VftV
That,"
Via. Iam
n
nA
kjMMM
0O0
an
Egyptian Queen. She is a
kay- - not a head between-them- ,
"
years old."
Anne's own is not upon, her shoulders
she holds it in her lap as sti sits
My!' exclaimed the girl wiWtSrge
At the hall
fluffy hair; "III bet she'd be annoyed in 'the coach all in whit.
varnishes.
whole
Moor
the
apparition
ft
were
telling'
if she knew you
Unno's father. Sir Thomas, also ride
coach drawn by- headless torses
ffiA
"It's hard," said the sehmVriTaTt Once a year, and his rid is. tcTi
landlady at the dinner taWo,mto more exciting than his daughter's. He
has to cross forty county bridges, dnr-think that this .poor little
be destroyed in its youth ta.oatar.Ui ting the night and at compaay or yen
ing demons pursues, the coach to kee;
our appetites."
the horses going.
smart
boarder,
"Yes," replied the
struggling with his portion,., "it is
Where Asparagus Grows Wild. '
tuugh."
Asparagus was not introduced mti
Britain by the: Ramans, who applied
."Waiter!" called' the guBtat JM the .term asparagus; to tender shoots
East Sixth street care wm naa ijww
which, according to. Juvenal, grew on
'
changed his mindr. 'Waiter!" , ; mountains (Montant asparagi). The
with .us and
"Yesslr," replied the waiter, rush plant is certainly native eastern
on
occurs
the
and
sparsely
,
ing back to the table.
'
southern coasts of England at Angle
HfoTr that a Ann ajkoV will vnil
sey and Pembroke in Wales ang
"Sir," answered the waiter, "I am around Wexford and Waterford Ir
a waiter, .not a meiclan."
Ireland. It la no longer found on Asparagus isand, near the Lizard, a?
all text books of English botany assert, but atill grows profusely on some
They were seated around the. table neighboring cliffs of Kynanco Cove.- partaking of watermelon, so the talk Westminster Gazette.
naturally turned to the luscious fruit.
"It reminds nfe of a conversation
The Suffrage Flag.
which took place between two colored
Lee Laidlaw has preJames
Mrs.
one
of the guests, j
women," said
' 'Mm-- r but Ah certainly does lobe sented a suffrage banner that was
used in the May parade in New York,
watermelons,' said one. 'It sure dpes to be taken to London very shortly.
tickle mah palate. How does you flke It, will float over the American dee
J
tachment in the
watermelons, Slrter lize?'
parade which
'"Wa-a-ll- ,
Ah tells you, Sis' Jane,' Mrs. Pankhurst is planning. There
returned the other, 'Ah certainly does will be 40,000 in the " parade, as she
has planned it
watermelons, hut Ah can't
I
em.'
The Uplift
"Wall, that am too bad. What am
"Is she a help to her mother?"
de matter, Uze?'V
"It an like dis, Sis' Jane. I lobes Asked one woman.
"Yes, indeed," replied the other.
watermelon, but Ah always get mah
"She has taught her to say 'culinary
ears wet when Ah eats 'em."
art' Instead of 'cooking.'"
Mr.
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oxygen helmet This helmet permits
artificial breathing in poisonous atmosphere for a period of two hours.
Equipped with one of these helmets,
a rescuer can enter a mine immediately following an explosion and
while the mine is still filled with
deadly fire damp. The rescuers are
thus able to find miners who have
been overcome by the poisonous
gases and bring them to the surface
HAVE MET DEATH before they die. A number of lives
have been saved by these helmet
PAST FEW YEARS

HEROIC MINERS

Outrageous and Possibly Illegal Custom That Has Come Down From
Old Times.

He I'm afraid you are cbfd Shall MODERN WOMEN LACK GRACE
I take off my coat and :,put It" 'round
'
Famous Artist Says Fair Sex Never
you?
Before Walked or Carried ItShe You may pur your coat 'round
self so Badly. "
me, but why take it off?

.
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FEAR
THOUSANDS

BRAVEtY

IN

men.

FROM ACCIDENTS.

Washington, Sept. 2C. Thirty thou
sand miners killed in the United
States In the laBt ten years. Seventy-fiv- e
thousand miners injured, many
of them maimed for life, in the same
period! Eleven thousand widows
made by the death of miners! Thirty
thousand children left fatherless!
This terrible record represents not
only the accidents in the coal mines,
but also in the mutal mines. It is
a tragic story, but not the whole
story.
.If the mines of the United States
in those ten years had had the same
standards of safety as In the European countries; if the United States
had killed two inevery 1,000 employed, Instead of three, four or five,
15,000 of the 30,000 American miners
killed might be living today 40,000
out of the 70,000 injured might have
escaped injury; 5,500 women might
not have been widows; 15,000 or
phan children might still have
fathers.
s
This is the whole grim tragedy of
the mines epitomized. It is one of
the most serious problems of the
country and the one that brought the
federal bureau of mines into being.
It is the great problem that the bureau of mines, under the leadership
of Dr. Joseph A. Holmes, its director,
is attempting to solve.
This problem is responsible for the
great national mine safety demonstration which is to be held in Pittsburg, Pa., October 30 and 31, under
the auspices of the bureau of minesy
the American Red Cross, the United
Mine Workers of America and the
Pittsburg Coal Operators' association
From 30,000 to 50,000 miners, superintendents and operators are expected to be present.
President Taft,
whose active interest in the led
Cross movement has brought him in
sympathetic touch with the situation
in the mines, will be present and witness the demonstration and also will
talk to the miners. Walter L. Fisher,
the secretary of the interior, under
whose jurisdiction ( the . bureau of
mines comes, and who has taken a
deep interest rfn the work, will afs3
be present and address the miners.
Governor Tener of Pennsylvania, representing the largest coal producing
state in the Union, a state that
mines nearly as much coal as Great
Britain, and who has the welfare of
the miners at heart, will also make
an address.
The purpose of the demonstration
is to show to the miners some of the
accomplishments of the bureau of
mines that will tend toward a reduction in the number of deaths.
The experts cite the fact that be
fore they began their investigations
very - few coal operators or miners
believed that coal dust in a mine
could explode without 'the ' presence
of gas. The bureau of mines demon
strated beyond any possible doubt
that bituminous coal dust .alone is
more of a menace-the miner than
fire damp. Coal dust has been the
cause of a big majority of the mysterious explosions in coal mines within the last few years and has caused
bureau on
great loss of lifto
October 30, and' also on. October 31,
aswill prove this aesertioi
sembled miners; On the first, day, at
Bruceton, Pa., 12 miles 1 from Pitt
burgv there will' bo an actual explos
ion of coaV dust fa the experimental
mine belonging to' the bureau. What
is known amen? miners as th$
blown-outshot will be produced.
"blown-out- "
shot is when
A,
, of powder blows out . of the
bole and into- the mine instead of
breaking tho coal. , It Is the cause
of most explosions, foil the flame
from the powder ignites the fire
damp or coal dust
On October 31, at Forbes flield, .the
Pittsburg baseball park, with a ca
pacity of more than 30,000 persons,
there wilT be a second explosion of
coal dust this time for the benefit
of the multitude. A temporary steel
gallery will be erected upon the playing field and the coal dust will be
placed therein. A charge of explosives will be flrjd into the dust
and the explosion will follow. This
is the demonstration that President
Taft will witness.
But this is to be only a small part
of the dramatic program on that day.
The bureau of mines is engaged in
a number of activities looking toward
a reduction in the nummer of deaths
In the mines, It has at the present
time, in the various "coal fields, seven
fully equipped rescue cars, manned
by' expert rescuers, who have been
carefully. trained, in the use.olUthej

tW

to-th-

The rescuers in addition have been
trained in
ork
and carry the necessary equipment,
including a wonderful piece of apparatus, an oxygen; reviving outfit
that) works automatically, pumping
the poisonous gas out of the lungs of
an asphyxiated miner and filling the
lungs with oxygen. This apparatus
has brought apparently dead miner
'
back to life.
,
No one ever saw a miner hesitate
to go back to the rescue of a wound
ed miner, no matter what had happened In the mine. The real story
of the tragedy
of the
mines
'
is filled
with
unparalleled heroism.
The death roll of rescuers
in the last few years attests eloquently to this.
The bureau of mines, under Herbert M. Wilson, engineer in charge
of the Pittsburg experiment station;
the Pittsburg) Coal Operators' association and the American Red Cross
are bending every effort to make
this demonstration
great success.
They believe that the actual seeing
of these explosions by the miners
will give them a new sense of responsibility as to their dangers.
Pennsylvania alone loses a regiment
of men a year in its coal mines, and
is therefore taking an Intense interest In the coming) demonstration.

thereafter ZEMO is bound to cure.
ZEMO and ZEMO SOAP make the
economical as well as the cleanmost
A SKIN AFFLICTION
est and most effective treatment for
affections of the skin and scalp
on Infant or grown person.
Is all the more terrible because it can't whether
Sold
druggists every wnure and
by
is
But
there
tell you how it suffers.
!)V O. G. Sehuefer.
t
Lum
In
!.;
relief at hand not only relief but a
permanent euro from prickly heat,
Ptal v Human Vacation Is, a good
rashes, hives, eczema and all other
for the minister to
skin affections so prevalent among in tiir, rot merely
but for other fok
sue
avocations,
put
U
f ants during the summer months.
how human he is We
Oifcover
to
you want to see your baby rest easy
heard of a small boy who
once again and a took of relief recently
c
;'roni a Sunday school
l'oine
Cflme
spread over its little face, Just apply
re'iovtcc1 to his mother what
an'l
this splendid remedy ZEMO. We be be
found out about the pastor..
lleve honestly and sincerely that in
"he
'O,
n'! me." said the youngster,
ZEMO you will find the cure you have
climb a tree,
and
and
holler,
can
run,
been praying for. Wo can tell you in
and eat!"
all truth that we have made thousand
and thousands of parents hapny .wltb
Few wwn ;ren ever feel as unthis simple hut sure remedy.
as p small boy in his
comfortable
And to prove our absolute sincerity,
clothes.
Sunday
sell-linwe hara instructed all druggists
ZEMO, to refund the purchaser
Yeast causes thineu to rise, Even
bis money If the very first bottle does
not bring relief. Used persistently the sun rises in the yeast.

THE AGONY OF A BABY UNDER
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LAS VEGAS AGRICULTURAL

Lots of Fun, Profit and
Pleasure for All

POSTOFFICE ROBBED.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 26. Burglars on, Saturday 'nig;ht forced fen
entrance into the postofflce at
Rio Arriba county, and se1
cured $405
stamps and stamp
books besides carrying off moneyorder blanks.
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GOOD PREMIUMS

ESPANOLA

Perhaps the most of us would be
different if our neighbors were what
they should be.

Veas October

Las
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Pare on Railroad

Everyone is Coming.

Join the. Crowd.
uz.mtt:rzsua.
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It PA YS TO BUY

ADVERTISED GOODS
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has ,put,his personality and reputation behind his

statements.
;
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at. stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, not
only in making the goods right, . but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
, is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, be-- ,
cause, however much,. confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

Ii

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

"

the-charg-

"The Most Suggestive Store la Town"

Messieurs Bacharach Bros. Say:
If you see it to the window of (he Bacharach Store it's quality
if we tell it in our ad. it's the truth that's the way we
expect to win and hold your patronage.
Know Bacharach's and their good clothes and shoes.

Ladies' Suits Fifteen to Forty Dollars

Opposite Castaneda Hotel

BACHAMCH'S
and Men's Furnishings too

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.

The Prescripiionlsl

PREMIUM

PERSONALS

LIST DELEGATES FROM

ISSUED BY

G.

TUESDAY,

SANTA

FE

Longmoor is In the city from
his home in Buchanan, N. M.
B. Cameron arrived from his home
The man who does the
in Albuquerque this afternoon.
weighing, the measuring
S. A. Separ of Raton arrived today
the man who knows how
from his home in the Gate City.
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Jene Roy was In Las Vegas from BIG AUTUMN FESTIVAL IS TO BE CONVENTION HELD IN CAPITAL
YESTERDAY DOES NOT" INATTRACTIVE
AND
Our responsibility is never
his home in Roy, N. M. yesterday.
STRUCT.
lost sight of for a moment
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Strong of Ocate
In prescription filling. Every
are in Las Vegas for a viBit of severSanta Fe, N. M., Sept. 26. SevenThe official program and premium
our
al days.
.
prescription
leaving
to the republican
store is faultless from any
M. G. Keenan, a cattle Inspector, is list of the San Miguel county fair teen delegates
standpoint that you may
in Las Vegas from Springer. He ar was issued yesterday afternoon. The state convention, which will be held
take. You may feel safe
program gives a complete synopsis of in Las Vegas Thursday of this week,
'
rived last night
....
and sure if we fill your
Mr. and Mrs. Murray Carlton, Jr., the events at the exhibition and a were elected yesterday at a county
prescription.
arrived this afternoon from their list of the premiums offered by the convention of the republican party.
business men of Las Vegas and by The convention did not instruct its
ranch at.Watrous".
Mrs. Shipman and her daughter. the fair association. All of the prizes delegates regarding their vote upon
or other officers but, estabElla returned home to Wagon Mound are well worth trying for and a large governor
WINTERS DRUG CO.
lished
unit rule of voting in the
the
samnumber of competitors will have
this afternoon.
state
and
district
conventions. O. A.
on
view
their
at
of
the
products
Morris Back was in Las Vegas from ples
Pbote Main 3
of Las Vegas, who rehis home in Mora yesterday and to- fair. The fair will be opened of Larrazolo,
renounced the democratic
ficially on the morning of October 5 cently
day on business.
to become a republican, was
Mrs. J. P. McDonald will return to at 10 o'clock with an address of wel- party'
invited to attend the convention and
morrow from an extended visit with come by Mayor K. D. Goodall, follow
address the delegates.
He was
a
ed
Secundino
speech by Mayor
by
friends in Raton and Springer.
DEMOCRATS UTILIZE
made a
he
when
applauded
warmly
County Assessor Patricio Sanchez Romero of the town of Las Vegas.
address.
thrilling
will
On
the
first
the
Judges
morning
arrived this morning from Mora to
THE WHOLE PARTY attend
Following is the list of delegates
review the exhibits and on the fol
the republican convention.
E. C. Abbott, Pedro Ortiz
chosen:
will
announce their
Domingo Baca left today for Union lowing day
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speaking, the market ruled a fraction
or more above last night's close.
EGYPTIAN BANK FAILS
London, Sept. 26. The Bank of
Egypt, limited, suspended
payment

OUR CHINA

today. The directors say that advices
from Egypt make it apaprent that the
bank cannot provide sufficient cash
to meet current obligations and the
company will file? a liquidation peti
tion. The suspension was due to the
poor cotton crop and keen competi

IS HAND DECORATED AND BEARS THE NAME OF

PICKARD

or LENOX

KNOWN BY THE MARK

tion.
CALL

FOR

TAUPERT

COMMITTEE

call for the meeting of the mem-bre- s
of the State Central Committee
Is hereby made to meet at Las Vegas, New Mexico on Wednesday, September 27th, at 2 p. m., at the Duncan opera house to discuss such question as may come before the said committee and make such recommendation to the 'state convention as may
be deemed proper.
H. O. BURSUM. Chairman,
JOSE D .SENA, Secretary.
A

JEWELER and OPTICIAN

CHAS. . LEWIS
TAILOR FOR MEN
Everything; Made at Home.

e
Dresses
New
made of the best Serge
and Messallne Satin In
One-piec-

603 LINCOLN

;,V li;
ZfiOQ

colors
,

Belding's
Guaranteed Satin

Yard-wid-

Up-to-d-

ate

WILL DOLL BUILDING

RETAIL PRICES

,!lbs.

tr

or Mora, Each Delivery
1,000 lbs, to 2,000 lbs Each Delivery
20) lb, to 1,000 lbs Each Delivery
69 lb to 200 lb a. Each Delivery
Vee Than 60 Ibe, Each Delivery

e

MR A

AG'IM

16a lb.
$0o
25o per 100 lbs.
S0o per 100 Km.
40o per 100 lbs.
Mo per 100 lb.

COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

Street

Ready-to-we- ar

Stylish and

Bring in Your7 Cleaning and Pressing

all leading shades
Ladies', Misses and
Children's Coats and
Suits
Plain and Changeable
Messaline Satins in all

,

Hats
Come and see the new things
whether you wish to

buy or not

GROSS, HELL

Hoffman &
Graubarth

r

Y

(inooporated)

GROCERS
RIDES and PELTS

WHOLESALE

Phone Main 104

and Doalorm In

WOOL.
jittnr-tf- i

FRIENDS

BAIN WAGONS

ScLJS"

RACINE VEHICLES

NEIGHBORS and FELLOW

SEVEN HOUSES

CITIZENS

East Las Vegas, N. M.', Albuquerque, N. M., Tucumcari, N. M,
Corona, N.
Rowe, N. M., Pecos, H. M.,
'
Trinidad, Colorado

We are located at 523
Sixth Street.
We want your business
and will SUIT you or
"bust a hame-strintryg"

ing.
Let us hear from you.
The Parisian Dry Cleaners

I
1

zy

jr
RANSLEY

41

Frank Revell,
CONTRACTOR

ALWVN

ANGOLA
Sizes till to ISXI

ALTMORE

Front IX In.
Sizes ro 18)4 In.
Sizes 12 toIO&In.
Back IX In.
Front IX In.
Front 2Mh.
to is In
Back I In.
Back I A la.
Front2Kn.
f
Back IK In.
)o, Victor, Brand Waterproof Collars and Cuffs; Llthold Brand Waterand
proof Collar and Cuffs; National Brand Waterproof Collar
All atylea.
'
,:.
.
v.

Sizes

12

.....

and BUILDER

-

Furnished on All Klad o
WOjfc a Specialty,
'
Phone Main 33.
Opposite Optlo.
Estimate

Butldinr-r-jo-b

Burk's Big Uncle Tom Cabin Co.

j'1

r

of the two rival delegations from Albuquerque, was one of the arrivals
of today in Las Vegas to attend the
convention. ' James S.
republican
Black, managing editor of The Albu
querque Journal, also arrived this af
ternoon to attend the convention as
representative of his paper.

28,

.....

'

Surplus

Capital Paid in
i

I,

$50,000.00

l).l)

g 4 ctjcy

mxtooa imiMmm

J. M. CUNNINdHAM. PrMident
Vlc Prasidant
FRANKSPRINaER.

CD.Jg
H0SKIN5.

,

,

,,.

Chl.r

VEGAS

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
MIND YOUR. SAVINGS
.

h

Under Vaterproof Canvas

-

70
Fe.ojple
Engaged
Concert Band and Symphony Orchestra large
Gty Show
A

2-c-

ar

Watch for the Big Free Street Parade
MORE PEOPLE MORE PONIES MORE DOGS
than any other company traveling producing thi great American drama
Will Exhibit at Corner 6th and Main St. Las Vegas

Wednesday, September 27
One Performance at Night Only
Grand Free Ehhibitions on Show
Grounds at 7 p. m.

' "Take care of the pennies and the dollars will take
care of themselves" is just as trite now as ever. You
can't '.'mind your savings" by tucking them away.in some
obscure corner. What is needed is
'

A SAVINGS DANK
'like this one. It's at your disposal to deposit either dimes
or dollars. The savings habit leads on and up to the palace of wealthdom. The habit grows and the sensation is
(

a pleasing one.

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

I

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, TUESDAY,

SIX

SEPTEMBER
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i nired and no apprentice drudgery;
raoiiia, Vlllanueva,
to
whom
it
is
Notice
given
hereby
a tireless
BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
6.00 Mrs. S. P. Colby,
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
One red mare, 9 or 10
;:,u students last year. Catalogue C. V. Hedgcock
may concern that the following de- 15.00
cooker
5.00
400
5
Meets first
years old,
lbs., about
feet.
DENTIST
frto. United Trade School, Los Montgomery Bell
oi-ihAnimal
wAfl talcpn lin bv UNION OF AMERICA
ofatrnv
..
5.00
Rranflnrl
6.00 E. Sanner, a clock worth ..
W. G. Haydon
An coles, California.
H
and third Wednesdays of each Suite 4, Crockett Building. Has phones
M.
A.
N,
Vicente
Gomez,
Roy,
J. Enenaker, repairing clock 2.00
On left hip
6.00
Mrs. Davis
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
One dark red cow
at office and residence.
Well Fargo Co, express $2.60
5.00
Said
W.
Ilfeld
.animal being unknown to this
Ludwig
500
hall. A. E. Hayward, F. M.; W.
lbs..
about
old,
years
3.15
worth
unless
Board,
claimed
on
owner
or
6.00
by
C. H. Bally
Branded
Secretary. Visiting membefore Oct. 14, 1911, said date being 10
Jr., two
ATTOKNEYS
25.00 Mrs. David Jones,
EU
SALE 700 head of sheep, Ra, C. D. Boucher
bers
invited.
On
cordially
right hip
1.00 days after last appearance of this ad
worth
chickens,
25.00
.'.
F.
.acl Gallegos.
Harvey
Branded
This list is to be continued this vertisement said estray will be sold
H- - Hunker
25.00
A Friend
Cheater A. Hunker
by this Board for the benefit of the
On right ribs
FRATERNAL
NO. Geo.
BROTHERHOOD,
week.
owner
20.00
A.
when
A.
found.
Jones
SALE Eight pigs, assorted
HUNKLR A HUNKER
102 Meets every Monday night at
Branded
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
15.00
J. D. W. Veeder
3.
S. Powers.
their hall In the Schmidt building,
On right shoulder
Attorneys at Law
Ointments for Catarrh that
Albuquerque. N. MJ
D. J. Leahy
... 15.00 Beware of Contain
Laa
New Mexico
Vegaa
west
Fountain
at
of
Branded
1st.
eight
Square,
pub. Sept. 23, last pub. Oct. 4,1911.
Mercury
15.00
FUii SALE 150 head of cattle. See S. B. Davis, Jr
o'clock. Visiting members are corOn left ribs
as mercury will surely destroy the
15.00 sense
M M. Sundt
Fi.ulelfo Baca, Old Town.
dially welcome. E. E. Gehring, presiof smell and completely derange
MASSAGE
15.00 the whole system when entering
H. G. Coors...
Ear mark
dent; Mrs. Emma D. Burks, SecreAavertiaemert
Estray
Such
mucous
surfaces.
15.00 through the
FOR SALE Good gentle horse and Chester Hunker
Notice la hereby given to whom it
tary; C. Baily, Treasurer.
Said animal being unknown to this
MRS. OLL1E SHEARER
10.00 articles should never be used except mav concern that the following Ha.
surry. Inquire 120 Grand avenue. E. J. Taurert
on prescriptions from reputable physl scribed estray animal was taken
owner on or
Masseuse and Midwife
'.
up by Board, unless claimed by
10.00
Dr. F. E. 01ne7
clans, as the damage they will do Is juan Lucero y Viiianueva. Vlllanueva, before Oct 14, 1911, said date being 10 J. E. R08ENWALD LODGE NO. 545, Residence Phone
.....Main 30a
10.00 ten fold to the
FOR SALE Legal blank of all de- Henrietta C. Lucas
good you can possibly N. M.
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues- Massage Parlor Phone
days after last apeparance of this ad
.Vegas 75
5.00 derive from them.
Hall's Catarrh
scriptions. Notary seals and rec- Frank Bope
One red mare, 4 to 5 years vertlsement said estray will be sold
In
of
month
the
the
In
Las
manufactured
F.
vestry
day
J.
Vegas
Cure,
Fridays
Cheney
Thursdays,
5.00
by
ords at The Optlo office.
"...
Lydia McNair
no mer- old, 350 lbs., 4
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8 and Saturdays.
feet
by this Board for the benefit of the
.'
5.00 & Co., Toledo, O., contains
M. Greenberger
cury, and is taken internally, acting
Branded
owner when found.
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
M L. Cooloy :
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
directly upon the blood and mucous
On left hip
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Isaac Appel,
cordially invited.
5.00
V.
In
of
E.
surfaces
the system.
buying
Judge
Long...
M,
N.
SecCharles
Foley's Kidney Remedy (Liquid)
Albuquerque,
President;
Greenclay,
Said animal bein unknown tn thi
3.00 Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure you get
FOR SALE At once. Mission dining Duncan & Brown
is a great medicine of proven value
1st. pub. Sept 23, last pub. Oct 4,1911,
is
It
taken
the
unless
retary.
claimed
Board,
internally
owner
or
on
genuine.
by
3.00
room table, buffet, six chairs, Mis- O. L. Gregory
for both acute and chronic kidney
and made in Toledo, Ohio, by F.
nerore oct. 14, 1911, said date being 10
2.50
sion library table, couch, three Chas. Greenclay
and bladder ailments. It is especialCheney & Co. Testimonials free.
after
last
addays
appearance of this
2.50
Sold by Druggists. Price, 75c per vertisement said
ly recommended to elderly people for
rocking chairs, pedestal, hall rack, Geo. H. Hunker.
estray will be sold
Diarrhoea Is always more or less RED MEN Meet In Fraternal Broth- its wonderful tonic and reconstructive
n
2.00 bottle.
O. G. Schaefer .
white maple kitchen cabinet,
oy mu tsoara ror tne benefit of the
ahe
fourth
erhood
hall
the
of
sleep
prevalent during September. Be pre
Take Hall's Family Pills for Consti owner when found.
qualities, and the permanent relief
2.00
table, linoleum. Inquire 1004 Perry Onion
Colic,
Thursday of each month, eighth and comfort It gives them.
pared for it Chamberlains
O. G.
pation.
CATTLE
SANITARY
BOARD
2.00
.Eighth street Telephone Main 321. Mrs. Trevertoa ...
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
thirtieth breath. Visiting Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
run.
N. M.
Albuq'terque,
and effectual. It can always
2.00 A Great
Eariokson & Sabln
Advantage to Worklngmen 1st. pub. Sept. 23, last pub. Oct 4,1911. prompt
be depended upon and is pleasant to
2.00
W. Koogler
J. A Maple,, 125 S. 7th S., Steuben- take. For sale by all druggists.
2.00 vllle, O., says: "For years I suffered
Pete Roth
2.00 from weak kidneys and a severe blad
FOR RENT A Dew modern five room Lumber Co,
Before You Reach the Limit
Eatray Advertisement
2.00 der trouble. I learned of Foley Kidbrick cottage. InQulre MS Third St Jose Baca
Notice is hereby given to whom It of physical endurance and while your
cures so
Pills
their
and
.wonderful
ney
2.00
i El Dorado
I began taking them and sure enough may concern that the following de- condition Is still curable, take Foley
Pills. Their quick action and
2.00 I had as good results as any I heard
Mr. Anderson ....
scribed estray animal was taken up by Kidney
positive results will delight you. For
2.00 about My backache left me and to
R. L. M. Rosa.....
Jose T. Chaves, Casa Sataaar, N. M. backache, nervousness, rheumatism,
1.00 one of my business, expressman, that
Gus Lehmann"
bladder and urinary
One gray horse, 2
kid
a
is
alone
years, and all kidney,
HORSES TO PASTURE I have a New
great advantage. My
L00
troubles. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Optlo ....
acted free and normal, and that 400 lbs., 13 hands.
neys
lot of good alfalfa pasture on Mora Mr. Frelze ....
Cross Drug Co.
1.00 saved me a Jot of
Rrnndnil
misery. It Is now
Address Ida Laird .....
road, 32.00 per month.
1.00 a pleasure to work where it used to
I
I
On
left shoulder
,
Digestion and Assimilation
Harry C. Johnson, box 11. E. Las M. Blehl
1.60 be a misery. Foley Kidney Pills have
nranaea
not the quantity of food taken
is
It
i
i
Vegas.
me
and
have
cured
1.50
my highest
Mr. Closson
3 but the amount
On left hip
PHONE MAIN 227
digested and assimilRed
G.
and
O.
Schaefer
1.00 nraise."
Chinaman .....
ated
that
gives
strength and vitality
Co.
saia animal being unknown to this to
Cross
Drug
1.00
Cash
the system. Chamberlain's Stomach
Board, unless claimed by owner on or and Liver
Tablets invigorate the atom
M. J. Wood..
1.00
before Oct 14, 1911, said date being 10 form their functions naturally. For
E. C. de Baca
1.00
Colds Must be Taken
Common
Call at
days after last appearance of this ad
POUND Gold watch fob.
1.00
E. S. Lewis ..
8erlously
Rosenthal Furniture store.
For
unless cured they sap the vitality vertlsement, said estray will be sold
1.00
R. Devine ....
and
lower the vital resistance to more by this Board for the benefit of the
1.00
C. S. Brown .
LOCAL TIME CARD
serious infection. Protect your chil owner when found.
1.00 dren and yourself by the prompt use
"1 am very glad our Illegal trusts N. Fontaine .
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
3
1.00 of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
are being taken In band," said Sen Frank Strass
N. M.
Albuquerque,
1.00
BOUND
WEST
not
decisive
Jacobs
and
and
results,
ator La Follette at a dinner In Madi
its quick
before Oct. 14, 1911, said date being 10
'
1.00 For coughs, colds, croup, whooping
son. "A trust is so Impersonal, you Ed Thtas
Arrive
the
affections
of
broncbltis
and
cough,
M.
1.00
R.
Williams
1:50 P. M.
1
No.
see, it breaks the law and you can't Mrs.
throat, chest and lungsltis an ever
Mr. Randolph
1.00
:15 A M
Jail it.
No. t
ready and valuable remedy. O.
Estray Advertisement
1.00 Schaefe- - and Red Cross Drug Co.
5:15 P. M.
"A trust. In fact Is like a slot ma E. E. Johnson
No. 7
Notice la hereby given to whom it
1.00
:85 P. M.
No. 8
chine. One day I saw a little boy V. Jones
concern that the following demay
1.00
weeDine bitterly: before a slot ma Hoffman & Graubarth
Depart
,
1.00
Classified ads. search out the people to whom-amon- jr
As usually treated, a sprained an scribed astray animal was taken up by No. 1
1:10 P. M.
all
chine that was out of order. A po O. Maloof
1.00 kle will disable a man 'or three or Alberto Silva, San Acacia, N. M.
:20 A, M.
No. S
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
liceman apepared, and the boy. said Tucumcart
One red horse, about
1.00 four weeks, but by applying Chamber
5:40 P. M.
Arthur Senecal
No. 7 ...
to him:
as the years old, 450 lbs., 4
lain's Liniment freely as
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to somefeet
LOO
" 'Mister, arrest this machine! It's Miss Anna Rieve ....
7:00 P. M,
9
No.
Injury Is received, and observing the
Branded
who
one
reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
LOO
directions with each bottle, c cure can
Calloway & Lowe....
robbed me of a nickel!"
1.00 be effected In from two to fou-- days,
EAST BOUND
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Juan Ortega
On left hip
1.00 For sale by all druggists.
Arrive
Said animal being unknown to this
For bowe! complaints In children Cash
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspapert want
Chol1.00
1:10 P. M.
Martin
K.
Chamberlain's
J.
Colic,
always give
Board, unless claimed bv owner on or No. I
'
are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
era and Diarrhoea Remedy and castor R. R. Larkln
(and
11:10 P. M.
1.00
before Oct 14, 1911, said date being 10 No. 4
oil. it is certain to effect a cure and
and
Tar
Compound
used
Honey
Foley's
M.
1:15
A.
.50
8
No.
machinery and furniture, article of usefulness of any
Rubio
adF.
a
last appearance of this
when reduced with water and sweetenStill retains its high place as the best dry after
K.
1:45
P.
.60
10
D.
de
Baca
No.
C.
musical instruments.
and
sold
will
be
sort,
said
vertlsement
ed is pleasant to take. No physician
estray
household remedy for all coughs and
.50 colds, either for children or grown by this Board' for the benefit of the
V Dapart
can prescribe a better remedy. For Frank Vaughn
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
.50 persons. Prevents serious results from owner when found.
Mrs. Monsimer
No- - 2
sale by all druggists.
1:18, P. M.
sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
a
cold.
Take
the
possible
Foley'
genuine
only
.50
11:20 P. M
Mrs. Lee ',.
No. 4
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Honey and Tar Compound, and refuse
markets!
best
M.
.50
M.
find
1:25
Joe
N.
8
A,
fault
to
No.
It is much easier
Ortega
Albuquerque,
substitutes. O. G. Schaefer and Red
.50 Cross
1:10 P. M.
Gordon . . .
than to lose one.
1st pub. Sept. 23, last pub. Oct 4, 1911 No. 10
Drug Co.
Si"

J.

iohe Optic

A.

Takhert

.60
50
.50

Mr. Foster
Mr. Palmr
W. Doll
Geo. Smith

I

Estray Advertisement
Notice .is hereby given to whom It
nay concern teat the following de-cn bed estray animal was taken up by
M. Jones, Santa Fe, N. M.
One white yearling filly.
Branded
On left shoulder
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Oct. 14, 1911, said date being 10
day ifter last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said eetray will be aold
by thie Board for the benefit of the
net nen found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
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'
be discovered here. It is the grand
of
I
rounds.
you, go!"
beg
I grasped her outstretched hand,
pressed my lips hotly upon it and
sped with noiseless footsteps down
the black, deserted road.
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NORTH DAKOTA EXPOSITION

PROCEEDINGS

Bismark, N. D. Sept 26. Followregular meeting of the City Council of the City of Las Vegas, N. M., ing months of preparation North Dawas held this 13th day of September, kota's big industrial exposition was
1911.
opened here today with practically
foot of exhibition
Aldermen
Chris Wle-gan- every available
Present:
The agricultural,
O. M. Ward, Simon Bacharach, space occupied.
J. K. Martin. C. V. ITedgcock, Hallett live stock, mining pottery, milling and
other industries of the state are well
Raynolds 6.
e
represented among the exhibits. The
Absent: Jas. O'Byrne, B. F.
exposition will continue for a period
2.
Quorum present and Mayor Good-al- l of three weeks. Friday of this week
is to be one of the big days of , the
in the chair.
Minutes of meeting held on July 14 fair, when James J. Hill of St Paul
and President Howard Elliot of the
were read and approved.
Mayor stated that upon consulta- Northern Pacific road will deliver
tion with several members of the
council he had ordered a carload of
TAFT AT HUTCHINSON.
sewer pipe. Mr. Raynolds moved,
Hutchinson,
Kan,, Sept. 26. All
be
of
apaction
the
mayor
that the
Hutchinson lent Itself today to the
proved, seconded by Mr. Ward and
reception of President Taft who ar
carried.
,
Mr. Raynolds Introduced Bill No. rived in the city this morning for a
visit of more than 24 hours. In
255, providing rules and regulations
honor
of the occasion there was
house
for
and
drain
for
making
laying
connections to the sanitary sewer, and general closing of all business house
and along the route of the procession
prescribing forms for applications and
return for drain layers, laying such from the center of the city to th$
drains. The same was read in full state fair grounds, where the presi
the first time and ordered to be pub- dent reviewed,: the procession and
delivered an address, residences and
lished as a proposed ordinance.
were coveret, with decorations
stores
of
board
from
the
Communication
In the national colors. The president
regents of the Normal University,
and several visiting governors, with
asking council to take over their pri- a
large military escort, headed the
vate sewer line runlng from the Uniwhich .was nearly ten
procession,
versity building to a point in Seventh miles In
and comprised many
length
same
as
use
a
and
the
street
part elaborate
floats,
illustrating the his
of the new sewer system, and allow
of
of
Kansas since her
progress
tory
them the assessments against proper- admission
to statehood 50 years ago.
count
and
said
line,
ty lying along
the assessment against the University
MINNESOTA CLUB WOMEN.
paid, the full proposition amounting
Sauk
Center, Minn., Sept 26. Sauk
to a sum of $1248.08, was read. Mr.
Center today is teeming with women
Hedgcock moved, that the petition be from all over the state, who have
rejected and a committee of three come here to participate in the sev
members of the council be appointed enteenth annual convention of the
to confer with the board of regents Minnesota Federation of Women's
to adjust the matter on a more equit clubs. The
proceedings began this
able basis, seconded by Mr. Raynolds.
with meetings of the execu
morning
Carried. Mayor appointed on this tive board and council, followed in
committee Messrs. Hedgcock, Ray- the afternoon
by the formal opening
nolds and Wlegand.
,
of . the gatherings in the CongregaMr. Wiegand observed that Mr. L. tional church. The
program extends
W. Ilfeld was present and desired to over three
days md is ne of the
make a statement to the council in most attractive ever prepared for a
reference to the fire hell. Mr. Ilfeld meeting of the federation. The ejecsaid, that some time ago the fire tion of officers will take place Thurscommittee had given him an order day.
.
for a fire bell, he had filled the order,
but. after the bell had been placed in
ADJUST. COTTON CLAIMS
position, it was found that It was un
New York, Sept 26. An Important
satisfactory to himself as well as to conference wa held at) the New
the fire department. He had taken York Cotton Exchange today bethe bell down and returned It to the tween representatives of the Southfactory with a saicrifice to him of ern Cotton Exchange and delegate
He had learn- from the Arkwright club of Boston
$20 paid for freight.
ed since that a good bell, such as and the New England Cotton Buycro'
the department needed would cost association. It is believed that the
between $200 and $350 and he would conference will result in a satisfac
ask the council to authorize the fire tory settlement of the various , dif
committee to take the matter up with ferences that have long existed behim again, whereupon Mr. Raynolds tween the Southern cotton dealers
moved that the fire committee, be in- and the buyers and spinners in the
structed to confer with Mr. Ilfeld as New England states, relating princito the advisability of purchasing such pally to weights, tare and claims.
an expensive bell, second by Mr.
VOTE ON COMMISSION.
Ward. Carried.
Mr. Raynolds read a draft of a bill,
Atlanta, Ga., Sept
the purpose of which is to restrict the Atlanta shall adopt the oommission
number of saloons in the city. If jform of municipal government or
continue to be governed under the
was laid over to next meeting.
months
ot
for
officers
existing plan will be decided by the
Reports
city
election tomorof July and August were read and voters at a special
closed towhich
row.
The
Treasurer's
follows:
as
of
campaign
disposed
and clerk's report referred to finance day has been one of the most spircommittee; city marshal's and police ited in the history ol the city. Both
magistrate's reports to police com- the advocates and opponents of the
mittee; city physician's report to proposed change express confidence
in the result of the election.
public health committee.
A petition, signed by a number of
citizens living on Tilden, Jackson and . OKLAHOMA STATE FAIR.
Oklahoma City, Okla, Hept. iH.
Ninth streets, asking council to abate
Oklahoma state fair opened toThe
ot
corner
on
a cow corral situated
with a large crowd and with
day
was
read.
Tilden
and
Eighth
every foot of available
practically
On motion council adjourned until
In the 58 buildings filled with,
space
18.
Monday, September
exhibits. Horses, cattle and other
Approved:
live stock exceed) In inumber and
'
Attest:
Mayor.
quality all of the displays of previous
CHAS. TAMME, Clerk.
years, while in the agricultural, mechanics and domestic art nails the
MILITARY SURGEONS MEET.
The
Milwaukee, Wis., ept. 26. Distin- exhibits are unusually attractive.
will continue until October 7.
fair
from
many
guished military surgeons
parts of the United States, and from
Has capitol ideas the Washington
several foreign countries as well,
ent- ,
have assembled in Milwaukee to dis- correspond
of
cus
the . general
subject
soldiers' and sailors' ills and wounds.
The occasion is the twentieth annual convention of the National Association of Military 'Surgeons, of
which General George E. Thorney,
surgeon general of the United States
The meeting
army, is president.
will continue its sessions for four
days.
A
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CHAPTER XIX.

The Cavalry Outpost.
I lingered merely long enough to
feel assured as to her safety, creep-- ,
lng closer until I heard her simple
story of the Major's fall from his
"WHEN WILDEKXLSSmS KDiG"
horse, and then watched through the)
night shadows while the little squad
bore his unconscious form over the
crest of the low hill toward their
quarters. Then I turned my face
eastward and tramped resolutely on.
nothyour lie, while you deceived me by I was, first of all, a soldier, and
8YN0P8I8.
another."
ing short of death or capture should
prevent me reaching Lee with my
"Did he tell you that?"
message. Let what would happen, all
"He did not Like the true rentl
f1
of. tha ClvU War. run.
man he has ever shown himself to be. else could wait!
(O Captain
Wyra a Mont he endeavored to disguise the facts,
to withhold from me all knowledge
The gleam of the stars fell upon the
,lArU out oa hla dangerou. of your dastardly action. I know it double row of buttons
tSaalon?
down
the
by the) infamous sentence pronounced breast of the coat I
wore, and I
against him and by your falsehood to topped suddenly with an exlamatlon
L
me."
fi ill
aquada of
of disgust Nothing could be gained
"Edith, you mistake," he urged an
wl.th'n the Unea of tha n.my,
and I felt Incordon of plcka ud- - iously.
'T I was told that he had by longer masquerade,
shame at being thus atexpressible
been sent North."
nor. uniform
tired.: Neither
She drew a deep breath, as though would suffice to past me safe
through
get
rc4SrEli,.mTBnoounUr,n wiioWayna she could scarcely
augrasp the full
cam
those outer picket lines, and It I should
ijo Ktcp an appointment, la aeoeptad a
dacity of his pretence to ignorance.
fall In. the attempt, or be again made
nd
youn lad on
"You appeared to be fully informed
glvaii In hia chare.
prisoner, I vastly preferred meeting
but now as to bis death sentence."
fate clad In the faded gray of my
my
CHAPTER IT.-T- ha
female companion
"Yes, I heard of it while away, and own
la a northern
regiment With odd sense' of reif.i -- E" "Wtbarn acouu
1
becomea aware of Intended telling you as soon as
J1,a
I
lief
fll,.
hastily stripped off the gorgeous
"ationa. alaahea Wayne with reached our quarters."
P
flung them in the ditch betrappings,
to
eacape
atUmpU
miser
scorn
I
could
of
feel
the
his
tat fau
and pressed on, feeling
side
the
road,
able deception as Jt curled her Up, like a new man.
CHAPTER V.-- 0a
;
of
horwa
tha
glv
out- - wayn
ordere Crala- - to ret and her figure seemed to straighten
There was small need for caution
between us.
grouth Hwithandthe dljtohaa to
1
My Lady of the North
ra left alone near
"Then." she said slowly, "you wOl here, and for more than an hour
a rocky gorre.
never
meeting
steadily
tramped
along,
no
doubtless agree that I have dose)
Confederate officer more than was right, and will there" a person or being startled by a sua
CiIPTSUnion"VX-macea of
thread
fad
girt
the
sound. Then, as I rounded s
the wooda. Ha discover
hut. fore permit him this chance of escape plcious
I perceived before me
and antertna It In the dark aa lonely
eminence
(i
husre naa-U- tt from so unmerited a fate;
for
you
attacka him. The rlrl ahoote the brute
i.e
of trees which marked
darkoutlines
SB
I know as well as I do that he has been
...e course of the White Briar, while
wrongly condemned."
CHAPTER VTL The owner of the &
' He
(Erectly in my front, and half
ne Jed Bungay, appeara and ha and hlc
stepped forward with a
by thick leaves of the underSrlfa give the captain a weloome.
hand
one
and
rested
oath,
of horaamen are obMrv
party
blazed
the red glare of a fire.
brush,
aoming down the road,
heavily upon her shoulder.
1
knew the stream well, its steep
he
"I
rather
madam,"
not,
guess
CHAPTER VnL-Th- ey
led by a
banks of percipitate rock, its rapid,
nan claiming to be Red are
who said. "Damn blm! I will hang hlrr,
orders Mrs. Bungay to giveLowrle,
them food, now higher than Haman, just to show swirling current which, I was well
and her husband to act as a guide. The
I was not a sufficiently expert
woman discovers the man to be a dls- - Queen Esther that it can be done. Out aware,
swimmer to cross. Once upon the
attacka the Intruder and of the way, madam 1"
Silsed laImpostor,
a general melee.
Rendered desperate by her slight other bank I should be comparatively
CHAPTER IX. The disguised leader resistance and his own Jealous hatred, tafc. but to pass that picket post and
to require
proves to bo Major Brennan, a Federal he thrust the woman aside so
rudely attain the ford was certain
PfOcer whom the Union girl recognises.
He orders the arrest of Warns as a spy. that she fell forward upon one knee. all the good fortune I could ever hope
'
trbe girl protests and aays she will appeal
His revolver was yet in his right for.
to General Bherldan.
was never for long my
But
despair
but
in
the
hand, gleaming
starlight,
CHAPTER X. Wayne held prisoner In before he could raise or fire it I had comrade, and I had learned bow de01 (jonreaerates pass
oupse, sees nies
H tMt a nr.
S rOAd
f
.nil Irnnn (hat grasped the steel barrel firmly, and termination opens doors to the courautug nas oeuvered the message.
the hammer came down noiselsBly geous it is ever he who tries that enupon the flesh of my thumb. The next ters in. It took me ten minutes, posCHAPTER XI. The
Is brought
before General Sheridancaptive
who refuses to Instant we were locked close together sibly, creeping much of the way like
set him free unless ha reveals the secret
In fierce struggle for the mastery. He a wild animal over the rocks, but at
message.
was the heavier, stronger man; I the the end of that time I had attained a
CHAPTER XTT. Captain Wayne Is led
position well within the dense thicket
to understand that the woman he admires younger and quicker." From the first and
could observe clearly the ground
Is Edith Brennan, wife of the Federal ofeffort on both sides was put
every
ficer, who hates him. He Is given the
before me and some of the obstacles
the
of
command
to
forth
gain
solely
choice of revealing the lies message or
of being shot as a spy.
weapon his to Are, mine to prevent, to be overcome.
of th - As I supposed, it was a cavalry outI knew well at
CHAPTER XIII. Wayne is rescued for
from his prison by Jed Bungay. One of discharge there would come a rush of post; I could distinguish the crossed
them must get a quick report through the blue-coat-s
to his rescue. My first sabers on the caps of the men, allines to General Lea and Jed starts on
fierce onset had put him on the de- though it was some time before I was
the mission.
fensive, but as we tugged and strained able to determine positively where
CHAPTER
lng
the garb of his superiority in weight began to tell, their horses were picketed., There
an absent officer of the Union artillery,
l
must have been all of twenty in the
to the. ballroom, where and slowly he bore me backward,
Wayne
a socialpenetrates
army function Is In progress,
rested
of
all
the
my
party, and I could distinguish the lieubody
weight
and pretends to be Col. Curran of Ohio.
octenant in command, a middle-ageThen
there
my
leg.
upon
right
CHAPTER XV.-T- he
d
chin beard,
disguised scout is curred to me like a flash a wrestler's man with
Introduced to a Miss Miner. She knows
trick taught me years before by an seated by himself against the wall of
the Curran family and Wayne barely escapes being unmasked. Edith Brennan
old negro on my father's plantation. a small shanty of logs, a pipe in his
appears on the scene.
Instantly I appeared to yield to the mouth and an open book upon his
CHAPTER XVI. Mrs. Brennan recog- - force against which I contended with knee. His men were gathered close
Elzes Wayne. She having been led to
that he had been sent away, learns simulated weakness, sinking lower about the blazing fire, for the night
of the treachery of MaJ. Brennan and
and lower, until, I doubt not, Brennan air was decidedly chill as It swept
ays she will save him.
felt convinced I must go over back- down the valley; a number were
ward. But as I thus sank, my left sleeping, a few at cards, while a little
foot found steady support farther group, sitting with their backs to(Continued from Yesterday)
back, while my free hand sank slow- ward me, yet almost within reach of
down his straining body until my my hand, were idly smoking and disThere came a quick flutter of drap- ly
fingers grasped firmly the cussing the floating rumors of the
groping
m
ery at my Bide, and she, pressing
broad
about his waist. I yielded camp. I managed to make out dimly
belt
a
firmly backward, faced him without
another
Inch, until he leaned so the figure of a man on horseback beyet
word.
far over me as to be out of all bal- yond the range of flame, and apparThe man's extended arm dropped to ance, and
then, with sudden straight- ently upon the very bank of the
his side as though pierced by a bullet,
of my left leg, at the same time stream, when some words spoken by
ening
backward,
d
sergeant interested
- forcing my head beneath his chest in an old
shrinking as if his startled eyes be- leverage, with one tremendous effort me.
held a ghost
I flung him, head under, crashing
"Bob," he said to the soldier loung"Edith?" he cried, as though doubt down
upon the hard road. Trembling ing next him, "whut wus it thet staff
of
lag his own vision, and the ring
like a reed from the exertion,. I stood officer sed ter ther leftenant? I didn't
agony In his volce was almost piteous. there looking down upon the dark Just
git ther straight of it"
"Edith! My Ood! You here-- at mid- form
huddled at my feet. He
lying
The
man, a debonair youg fellow,
man?"
night alone with this
rested motionless, and I bent over, stroked his little black mustaches reHowever the words, the tone, the placing my hand upon his heart horgesture may have stung her, her face rified at the mere thought that he flectively.
"Ther cove sed as how Cole's diIremalned proudly calm, her voice cold might be dead. But the heart beat,
wud be along here afore day
vision
And clear.
and with a prayer of thankfulness I
light an' thet our fellers wud likely
"I certainly am. Major Brennan," looked up. She stood beside me.
be sent out ahead of 'em."
be answered, her eyes never once
"Tell me. Captain Wayne," she ex"Whar be they a goinT
I
ask
"And
may
claimed anxiously, "he Is not not seRearing his face.
"The leftenant asked him, an' the
What reason you can have to object?" riously hurt?"
cove
sed. as it wus a gineral advance
"Reason?" His voioe had grown
"I believe not," I answered soberly.
oT Hancock at Mlnersville."
meet
to
and
surprise. "He Is a heavy man, and fell hard, yet
hoarse with passion
"Thet's good 'nough, lads," chimed
My God, how can you ask? How his heart beats strong. He must have
can you even face me? Why do you cut his bead upon a stone, however, In the sergeant slapping his knee. "It
means a dance dowti tne valley after
not sink down In shame? . Alone t for ne la bleeding.
She knelt beside him, and I caught Early. I'm a guessln' we'll have a
here," he looked about him into me
ol' fight 'fore three days
darkness "at such an hour, in com- the whiteness of a handerchlef within bang-ucowmore."
a
sneaking,
a
hand.
with
Rebel,
her
pany
'Tervldln' allers thet ther Johnnies
"Believe me, Mrs. ' Brennan," I falardly spy, already condemned to be
shot By Heaven! he shall never live tered lamely, "I regret this far more don't skedaddle fust" commented ancan tell. Nothing has ever oc- other, tartly.' "Whut in thunder is
than-to boast of It!"
He flung tip his revolver barrel to curred to me to give greater pain ther matter with them hosses?" he
prove the truth of his threat but sne than the thought that I have brought asked suddenly, rising and peering
stepped directly between us, and you so much of sorrow and trouble. over into the bushes beyond the hut,
You will have faith in me?"
shielded me with her form.
, where a noise of squealing and kickordered
she
it
whether
ing had arisen.
down
"Always,
everywhere
"Put
your pistol,"
"Oh,, the bay filly is probably over
coldly. "I assure you my reputation ever be our fate to meet again or not
the rope agin," returned the serIs In no Immediate danger unless you But now you must go."
"Go? And leave you here alone? geant, lazily. "Sit down, Sims, an be
shoot me, and your bullet shall cereasy; you're not on hoss guard
tainly find my heart before it ever Axe you not afraid?"
"Afraid?"she looked about her Into
Teaches Captain Wayne."
"Truly, you must indeed love him,' the darkness. "Of what? Surely you
"I know thet" growled the soldier,
do not mean of Prank of Major Bren- doubtfully, "but thet thar kid is no
he sneered.
So close to me was she standing nan? And as to my being alone, our good, an' I don't want my hoss all
that I could feel her form tremble at quarters are within a scant hundred banged up Just as we're goin' ' on
this insult yet her voice remained yards from here, and a single cry will campaign 'Taln't no sorter way ter
emotionless.
bring me aid in plenty. Hush! what 1
'em anyhow, to a picket rope;
words shame was that?"
rums- more hosses than ther Rebs
"Your uncalled-for- It was the shuffling tread of many dew."
me. not my actions. In being nere
'
with Captain Wayne tonight I am feet, the sturdy tramp of a body of
merely paying a simple debt of honor Infantry on the march.
"Go!" she cried hurriedly. "If you
a double debt indeed, considering
Giving other people the best of It
i.3 wot condemned, to death by would truly serve me, If you care at is a good investment.
And besides
all for me. do not longer. delay and it
may not cost you anything.

."''V4"
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Santa Fe, N. M., Sept 26. Governor Mills has written a brillian
article on New Mexico and her resources for the Trucker ud Farmer,
a noted agricultural magazine.' The
article 1b illustrated and will do a
great deal to call the attention of
the outside world to the ' land of opThe governor mentions
portunity."
the fact that New Mexico is not .the
poor man's heaven, but that money
is needed to develop the resources.
Notary Named.
Governor Mills has appointed
Frank L. Elliott of Carrlzozo, Lincoln county, a notary public.
For the Treasury.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
has received the sum of $255.65 for

the treasury.

.

, , ,

Lodged in the( Penitentiary. ,
Sheriff Felipe Lucero ot Las Cruces
yesterday lodged In the territorial
penitentiary Juan Barela or Dona
Ana county, to serve a life sentence
for a murder committed three years
,

ago.

,

.

,

Examination for Rangers.
Uncle Sam desires to add four hundred rangers to hit forestry forces
and will therefore hold examinations
at Santa Fe, Albuquerque, Capitan,
Cloudcroft, Magdalena, Pecos, silver
City, Tres Piedras and other points
on October 23 and 24, to secure
for vacancies as they occur in
the position ot assistant forest
rangers at $1100 a year.
El Paso Wants thd Guard.
Adjutant General A. S. Brookes of
the New Mexico National Guard has
received a letter from Lieutenant F.
S. Young who is at Fort Bliss, asking him if the New Mexfco National
Guard can not attend the celebration
at El Paso October 19 to 21 in honor
of the new states, Arizona and New
Mexico. The guardsmen are wanted
for a monster parade. As the trip
to El Paso and return would cost a
trifle over $15,C0O It is doubtful that
the "boys in khaki" will have that
pleasure.
Mr. Thornburn is Missing.
The mounted police "have received
the following for publication In the
newspapers of New Mexico:
Alexander Thornburn, of Martin'3
Ferry, Ohio, left home July 26 ,1911,
for the west, and tin July 31st was
in Galva, 111.; and has not been heard
from since. He has a trunk and suit
case.
Friends are becoming alarmed for
his welfare. His oldest sister is ver
sick and he is wanted at home. ,
Anyone knowing his whereabouts
will confer a favor by writing to his
ELLA THORNBURN ,
sister.
Martin's Verry, Ohio.
,

,

.

AND GRAY REUNION

BLUE

Memphis,, Tenn., Sept. 26. A great
national reunion of civil war survivors is to be hid in this city tomor
row in connection with the annual
fall festival. It is to be a reunion of
the blue and the gray as from as far
south as Texas and as far north as
the New England states the old war
riors have Journeyed ,to Memphis to
mingle together in peace and extend
other,
fraternal greetings to each
looking back at the past with rever
ence and resolving to leave a heri
tage of a united country. The city
preesnts a breezy, gay appearance.
On all the . principal streets masses
of bright-colorebunting and great
clusters of waving United States and
Confederate flags can1 be seen. By
agreement of the local members of
the Confederate eVterans and the
Grand Army the stars and stripes and
the stars and bars are everywhere
entwined and equal prominence giv
en to both'.
d

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF HONOR
Indianapolis, Ind., Sept. 26. The
supreme lodge of the Knights and
Ladies of Honor began its eighteenth
an
annual session here today with
attendance of delegates from many
No radical changes in the
states.
laws of the order are expected at this
session, although a few minor amendments will be made to the constitution. The organization has been in
existence 34 years, during which time
it has disbursed benefits amounting
to nearly $30,000,000. vThe present
membership exceeds 76,000. The first
biennial encampment of the uniform
rank of the order Is being held In
connection with the supreme lodge
meeting.

'

ether

,
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Cleanses the System
effectually; Dispels

ADVERTISED LETTER LIST

f

Letters remaining uncalled for in
the poBtoffice at Las Vegas, N. M.,
for the week ending September 22,
'
1911:

-

:.,

Andreer, Mrs. J. F.; Burton, C. A.
Jr. (2); Dunning, Guy; Ewen, Mrs.
Hattle; Ellis, Mrs. S. C; Garcia, D.
Jose; Guilteu, Antonio; Harrison,
Raymond B. Harrington, Wm.; Martinez, Mrs. Cecilia; Madrid, Susie;
Sandoval, Miguel; Vlveros, Albelino.
When, calling for the above pleaso
Some people learn to do by being ask for advertised letters.
F. O. BLOOD, P. M.
.
done.

colds and Headaches;
due to constipation.
Best for men, women
and children : young
and old.
To got its Beneficial
effects, always note the

name of the Company,

plainly printed on the
front of every package
of the Genuine

T
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It

is the duty of every expectant
mother to oreoare her svstem forth
coming of her little one ; to avoid as
lar as possiuie tne snaenng of such
occasions, and endeavor to pass
throUE'h the crisis with her Vipnlth
and strength onimpaiml.
This she
may do through the use of Mother's
Friend, a remedy that has been so
lonir in use. and accomnlished sn
much good, that it is in no sense am
experiment tut a preparation which;
always produces the best results. It
is for exernal application and so penetrating in its nature as to thoroughly
lubricate every muscle, nerve and tendon involved durinar the oeriod rwforw
baby comes. It aids nature by ex
panding the skin and tissues, relieves
tenderness and soreness, and perfectly
DrecareS the 8vstem fnr natural on.1
safe motherhood.
Mother's Friend
has been used and endorsed hv thnn.
sands of mothers, and its use will
prove a comfort and a benefit tn
woman in need of such a remedy.
juomer s r nena

ISTwiiK IIOTIIEIS
free

book for

moth- era, which con- -

expectant

vTil7TTV- -

II f
,f iJN
r
,

tains much valuable information.
BRAUFIIID REGULATOR CO.,

.

Atlata.

Ga.

SANTA FE PLANS
TO ENTERTAIN

TEACHERS
WI

NAMED TO
COMMITTEE8
COME THE DELEGATES TO EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION.

Santa Fe, N. M., Sept 26. A meet
lng of Santa Fe county and city
teachers was held at the high school
for the purpose ot making arrangements to entertain the teachers who
will attend the convention of the
New Mexico. Educational association.
November 16 to 18. Candldo Ortis
was elected chairman ot the meeting
and Manuel Montoya secretary.
After discussing the arrangements
the following committees were appointed by the chairman:
Places of meeting J. A. Wood,
Acaslo Gallegos, F. L. Shaub.
Accommodations R. F. Asplund,
Manuel Montoya, R. E. Johnson. Receiving Visitors Superintendent J. E.
Clark, C. J. Crandall, J. V. Conway.
"
Music; Miss Marion Bishop.
Dr.
L.
Hewett,
Edgar
Sightseeing
Brother Edward.
Reception Miss Jean McGibbon,
Miss Estella Bergere, Miss Antonla
Silva.

Miss toaude

School Exhibits

Han-

Miss Louise Schnepple, Miss
cock,
Cora Palm.
Superintendent Wood is the local

secretary and manager in charge ot
the local arrangements.
INDIANA

LABOR

FEDERATION

Evansville, Ind, Sept 26. The1
opening here today bt the twenty
seventh annual convention of the In
diana Federation of Labor was mark
ed by the largest and moBt represent
tative attendance In the history of
the state organiaztion. President Edgar A. Perkins of Indianapolis called
the gathering to order and presided
over the opening session. The gathering will last for three days, during
which time the annual reports will
be received and discussed and numerous matters of importance to the
labor interests taken up for consideration and action.
CORNER

STONE

LAID

Topeka, Kan., Sept 26. Topeka
will be President Taft's first stop after he leaves Hutchinson tomorrow
morningl His visit here will be in
connection with the big celebration
of Kannow on of the
sas as a state. While here he will
lay the corner stone of the tSate Soldiers' Memorial hall, which the state
ofr Kansas is to erect at a cos or
$350,000 in memory of the Kansas
soldiers who fought for the Union.
VEILED PROPHETS
Washington, Sept. 26. The supreme council of the Mystic Order
of Prophets of the Enchanted Realm,
a secret fraternal order, with a
membership extending oven
the country, began Its twenty-second- l
annual session In the capital today,
The business sessions will last twq
days and are being held at the Ma
sonio temple. The entertainment pro
gram will keep the visitors busy until the end of the week.

Men wouldn't hrve time to earn a
living If they had to put their hair
np as women do. .
You'll

nevtr rand In with creai
hem sit down on yon,

men by letting
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EIGHT

Miss Ruth Williams or Belen has
registered at the Normal University
in the academic department.

LOCAL NEWS

For Grape Juice or Jelly
Now is Your Chance

.
.

40c per Basket

;

AT.
THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

Phone MeJn 193 or MeJn 194

j

Screened and Lump Raton CerrCJos

GOAL AMD WOOD
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
'

!

Steam

Anthracite Coal. all kizes

n

The Home of

Hart Schaffner
and

26.-Mr-

Paxk

Sawed Wood and Kindling

Coal

r

OBEY LNSTRIICIIONS

Michigan Concords
y

VIFE FAILS TO

"Lau?h and the world laughs wita
Always get the best at Nolette's you is the refrain of a poem by
Ella Wheeler Wilcox. You will laugh SHOOTS HER
barber shop.
HUSBAND INSTEAD
at the keen, pungent wit of Bishop
OF BLOWING HER HEAD OFF,
Isn't that draft beer fine at the Quayle.
AS HE DIRECTED
Opera Bar?
A special rehearsal of the Greater
Ger
Denver, Colo., Sept
Hot lunch every merning at 10 Las Vegas band has been called for trude Gibson Patterson, who shot and
8 o'clock tonight in the city hall.
A
o'clock at the Opera Bar.
killed her husband here yesterday,
full attendance is desired, as the
was not communicative to reporters
for
the convention music
program
Red, white, blue and
She is said to have told the
today.
will be gone over.
bunting at Bacharach's.
police, however, that she fired after
Last night the officers and men of her husband had handed her his re
Have you read the elgn on the
volver, with the words:
Company H at the regular drill de
by Murphey's drug store?
"Take it back and blow off your
cided to give a dance on Friday
head."
"
Try n. dram of Old Taylor bourbon night at the armory. Further an
The prisoner said she had a 'sister
at the Opera Bar. Served from bar- nouncements concerning this dance at St. .Louis
who is to be married
will be made tomorrow evening, as
rels on the bar.
the committee is at work now ar soon, but press dispatches from that
city say that no trace of Mrs. Patter
Wanted Woman to do housework ranging the details of the affair.
son's family, whose name is Gibson,
and some cooking in small family. Apcan be found. Cards
Las
in
received
been
have
ply 1103 Eighth street
Vegas announcing the marriage of
Damage Suit Dropped
A marriage license was issued yes- Miss Lorena Holt and William RobChicago, Sept 26. Suit for $25,000
ert
El
in
occurred
which
Blair,
Paso,
terday afternoon at the court house
Emll W. Strauss, who was
to Damasia TrujiHo, aged 18, of Tex., Thursday of last week. The against
with alienating the affections
charged
are
their
young
couple
spending
Trementlna and Juan Gonzales, aged
of
Mrs.
Charles A. Pettarson. who
honeymoon In St. Louis. They will
23, of Variadero.
be at home at 516 Missouri avenue. shot and killed her husband In Den
ver, was ordered stricken from the
Have you bought your tag, which El Paso, after October 15. Mrs. Blair
records
of the superior court today,
resided
Her
In Las Vegas.
s a ticket of admission to Bishop formerly
At the offices of Mr. Strauss It was
Octo
last
visit
occurred
in
this
city
You
lecture?
QuayleVi
ae re
said he had left his desk soon after
quested to wear It all day Wednes- tober of last year when her brother,
of the shooting in Denver
learning
E.
B.
was
united
in
Holt,
marriage
day, so that yon will not be bothered
and had not returned today.
to
Mis
Anna
Ward.
those
who
to
wish
sell
tickets.
by
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R .A. Kistler, formerly of The Op
tic, is associated in the editorship ol
the Pocatello Herald of Pocatello,
Ida., the first edition of which was Is
sued this week. Mr. Kistler's many
friends in Las Vegas will be glad to
learn that he Is doing well.
J. Antonio Posado de Vegas, a na
tive of Spain, has filed with William
Stapp, clerk of the United States
court, his application for first natura- tlon papers. Mr. Vegas is 33 years
of age. He is engaged in the asphalt
and ceemnt sidewalk construction
business.

ESTABLISHED 1876

The

First National Bank
of

Las Vegas, New Mexico

To relieve the crowded condition
grades of
the Normal the board of regents decided last week to elect another
teacher to help those in charge at
present Miss Petri Hutchinson of
Portales, N. M has been appointed
to help in the Instruction of these
classes. Miss Hutchinson was a stu
dent at the summer school at the
Normal and comes highly recommended not only from her instructors
but from all who "knew her. She is
expected to arrive in Las Vegas this
evening and will begin her work at
the Normal immediately.
in the sixth and seventh

Lu-clnd-

First National Bank Building.
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
- Cashier
E, D. RAYNOLDS,
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

'

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

Our Pride Flour

Clothes
If you are enough infers

ested in fine clothes to en
joy looking at them we
want you to know we are
enough interested to enjoy
showing them. And say:
We've got them to show
too.

The new tall weaves, colors and patterns. The new
models and smart fashions from Hart, Schaffner & Marx.

Just in. Just opened up for your inspection.

i

QREENBERGER

:

ASQUARE DEAL'
FOUR GOVERNORS

GREET TAFT

mm

PRESIDENT IS GIVEN A ROUSING
WELCOME

IN HUTCHINSON,
KANSAS

Hutchison, Kan., Sept. 26. Prest
dent Taft rode several miles under
a boiling sun to the fair grounds here
today. He was escorted by a troop
of the Thirteenth Cavalry. One troop
er's horse knocked over a woman on
the sidewalk but Dr. Rhoades, Mr.
Taft's physician found her uninjured.
On the reviewing stand at the fair
srounds with the president were Gov
ernors Stubbs of Kansas; Mann of
Virginia; Vesey of South Dakota and
Colquitt of Texas.
Message of Sympathy
Learning of the disaster to the
French war vessel Liberte at Toulon,
President Taft today sent the following message:
M.
"His
Fallieres,
Excellency,
president French Republic, Paris.
"I learn with heartfelt sorrow of
the appallng disaster that has befallen
the Liberte at Toulon and I offer in
the name of my countrymen, sincere
assurance of sympathy for the afflicted French people so long and so
warmly bound to the American people
by the ties of amity and mutual

John T. Brophy, deputy' sheriff of
Union county, was fiere today from
Clayton, bringing with him William
E. Cavett, whom he lodged in the
New Mexico Hospital for the Insane.
Cavett was given a hearing yesterday before Judge. Carence J. Roberts
in Raton and was adjudged insane.
The man is a dry farmer and hap
been residing for some time on a
farm near Clayton. Mr. Brophy Is
one of the best known peace officers
in New Mexico. He Eas been connected with the sheriff's office in
In the court of Justice Pablo Vigil Union
county for many years and
yesterday afternoon Luis Velasquez is a fearless officer.
was given a hearing after which he
was bound over to the grand Jury on
NO COMMISSION CHARGED
the charge of having caused the death
By us for listing your furnished
of his wife, who died a short time rooms
during state convention:.
ago. The woman was shot in the
SUTLER BROTHERS
jinee by a gun in the hands of VelasInshurance, Rentals.
quez during last February. Her con614 Lincoln Ave., Tel. Main 124. '
dition was not considered serious but
later she contracted tuberculosis
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
TO SUCCEED CONGRESSMAN.
while lying in her bed and died. Ve- In the wood. Direct from distillery
Neb., Sept. 26. A demoNorfolk,
lasquez Bays' the shooting was acci- to you. At the Lobby, of course.
convention
of the Third Necratic
on
$500
dental. He was released
braska district assembled here tlnb
bond.
afternoon to nominate a candidate
for the- seat made vacant by the
death of Congressman James P.
L tta.
Judge W. L. Rose of Fuller-ton- ,
D. V. Stephens of Fremont and
several others are contesting! for the
nomination.
James Fltchell and Ben Wiant, the
men accused of breaking Into the tail
or shop of Frank LeDuc on Bridge
street Sunday night, were yesterday
afternoon bound over to the grand
jury by Justice' Pablo Vigil. Mrs.
Johnson, colored, at whose
home the men were arrested, was released, there being little or no evi
dence against her.

Marx Good

but we can put you onto
the right way to sell goods,
by
ELECTRIC ADVERTISING
Let us furnish you an
Electric sign. Just call us up
and mention Electric Signs
and we will make you a
proposition that will look
good to you.

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.
Bo Ready for the

First Repub'

lican State Convention
By Having Your Extra Rooms and Beds
Ready
We can equip you with whatever you

want at the lowest cost
Consult us if you want to Rent or. Buy

i

Chop

Your Fall

Shipment of

Shorts

!'

and all kinds of Grain,
...
and Alfalfa at
r

s

1

Roller MillsH

Phone Main 131

.

Seal Shipt

Hal

Oyotoro

tHao Arrived!
Regular Shipment
Each Week
;

I
BARTLETT

.

PEARS

'

'

made easy
by sending: us your
Wool Blankets, Lace
Curtains, Rugs, etc.
It will save you ft lot
of bother to have'
them taken away and
brought back ready
for use. And "the
Can

be-

-

charges are- - very
small:
Phone Main 81 or
give them to our1
driver.

;.

I

"All the world loves a lover" and
all who have read Les Mlserables
know that there is no more beautiful
love story than that" told by Victor
Hugo and repeated by Bishop William A. Quayle in his great lecture. '

TO

EAT

Las Vegas Steam
.

Laundry

GREEN TOMATOES

RIPE TOMATOES
or Vegetables of any kind go to

The Graaf & Hay ward Co. Store
We Have
Always the' Best of Everything Eatable

C. JOHtJSEtJ & SON
Complete House Furnishers

New Mexico State Fair Albuquerque Oct.

9-1-

4,

1911.

CURTISS AVIATION MEET

Glenn H. Curtiss, Director

Don't Try to
Bake This
Week

..$1000

Bull" Durham Stake for

Pacers

Durham Day, Friday Oct. 13. This stake
to be racea;"Buil"
"
was given by the Blackwell Durham Tobacco Co.
Exciting Horse Races

Base Ball Every Day

Feature Upon Feature
. Fun by the Ton
Instructive Departments Special rates on all railroads.
John B. McManus,
Isaac; Barth, Pres.
j

1

1

Sanitary Bread

Rams For

NARCISSUS BULBS
Paper Whites, 2 for 5c.
Single Yellow Trumpet, 2 for 5c
Double Daffodils, 3 for 10c

BOUCHER'S
(The Coffee Man.)

507 Sixth Street

Phone Mala 462

These rams are specially bred for range purposes and by one
best breeders in the United States. We have had them at
our ranch since the 1st of July. They are in fine shape for service
this fall. Would be pleased to meet parties at any of the trains
stopping at our station, Shoemaker, and show them the rams.
For further particulars address,
of the

v

must be planted now. Don't wait until Spring.

PERRY ONION & SON

Sade

350 Head of Rambouillet and Delaine Merino Rams

to

1 hese

..

"Birdmen"' of international repute will thrill the crowds ; for
three days, Oct. 11, 12 and 13.

CLINGSTONE

l.Cf

:

THE PEOPLE'S ANNUAL HOLIDAY

Cakes and Rolls

FREE STONE PEACHES

PEACHES
CONCORD GRAPES
TOKAY GRAPES
MISSION GRAPES

'

Secy-Mng- r,

H. STEARNS
THINGS

-

j

Send your order for

PURE

J.

Housecleaning

The First

Bran

Las Vegas

M

Si

,

P. S.

Goods Fresh

Day

"

Ev-tr-

"

.J. P.

Van, Houten Co.
Shoemekker,

N. M.

y

CLASSIFIED. ADS HIT THE BULLSEYE.

